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Food 
prices 
even 
soon  
VICTORIA (CP) -- Robert 
Douglas, executive director 
of the Centre for the Study of 
Inflation and Productivity, 
predicted today that food 
prices will stabalize over the 
next 15 months if labor 
settlements are kept under 
nine per cent. 
He said this will also result 
in a decline next year in the 
rate of inflation. 
The centre replaces the 
federal government's anti- 
inflation board. 
D~uglas aid Canada will 
have a very difficult time 
controlling inflation if wage 
settl~monts, like the recent 
agreement signed by the 
Letter Carriers' Union, 
become a general trend 
across the country. 
Rail  
. union 
serves 
not ice 
PRINCE GEORGE, B.C. 
(CP) -- British Columbia 
Railway (BCR) placed an 
embargo n all perishable 
goods effective at m!daight 
Thursday in anticipation t a ' 
strike by railway employees. 
"This was done because 
we don't want to have 
perishable goods sitting in a 
rail car if the unions walk off 
the job Saturday," BCR 
spokesman Hugh Armstrong 
said Thursday. 
The Joint Council of 
Railway Unions, 
representing seven unions 
comprising nearly 3,000  
employees, served 72-hour 
strike notice at noon Wed- 
nosday to back contract 
demands. The unions have 
been without acontract since 
'July 31. 
Union representatives 
from here will be meeting in 
Vancouver today, but no 
further talks with the 
railway were planned. 
• Gig Young 
found dead 
NEW YORK (CP)  - -  Actor 
Gig Young and his bride of 
three weeks were found shot 
"to death Thursday in what 
police called a murder- 
suicide. 
Police said the 60.year-old 
actor apparently killed his 
wife, 6erman-born Klm Sch- 
• midt, 31, before shooting 
.himself in the head. A gun 
was found in Young's hand. 
Me~n-De~g"Of the Canadian Union of Postal WorKers (CUPW)in'Tei-race 
voted unanimous ly  esterday to remain  on strike. Doreen Hill, vice- 
president of the Terrace local, says "We are playing the picture day by 
day. "  
/ 
FOR BLAKENEY 
Baclc to the battle 
REGINA (CP) -- Premier 
Allan Blakoney was back at 
work at his Saskatchewan 
legislature of.rice. Thursda.y, 
nrepar.ing to battle with tge 
federal government as:no 
'nromised-be would before 
Wednesday's provincial 
election that gave his New 
Democratic Party ' a 
"resounding mandate." 
The NDP, the only 
socialist aaministratinn i
Court of Canada declare 
major resource legislation 
invalid in the last year. 
exGects to be joined by other 
provinces with similar 
concerns, he said. 
But the premier must also 
do some fence-mending at 
home because of the loss of 
one cabinet minister. 
Education Minister Don 
Farts was defeated in Arm 
Workers defiant, 
gov't stands pat 
OTTAWA (CP)  - -  The up at eight branches. Strong Similar situations were re- City, annthe Ontariocities of 
federal government he id~ picket lines prevented letter ported in T.ronto, Van- Windsor, Ltmdon, St. 
action against illegally carriers from getting inside couver, Winnipeg, Ed- Catharines, Hamilton and 
striking postal workers to pick up mail for delivery, momon, Calgary, Quebec Thunder Bay. 
Thursday night to give them 
a final opportunity to vol- 
untarily ,,bey a back-to-work 
law, said Postmaster- 
General Gilles Lamontagne. 
Justice Minister Otto Lang 
said the government likely 
will take steps to end the 
illegal strike today or 
Saturday. The justice 
department was considering 
several options, including 
~:ourt injunctions. 
As the back-to-work order 
ttmk effect at 12:01 a.m. EDT 
Thursday, members of the 
Canadian Union of Postal 
W.rkers (CUPW) in major 
centres aid they would go 
along with union president 
Jean-Claude Parrot's call for 
defiance of the law. 
Lamontague said after a 
meeting with Lang that 
postal workers were 
gradually returning Io their 
jobs. 
But most .f  the 23,000 
inside postal workers were 
still off work. 
Lamontagne said p.lice 
forces across the c.untry 
have been asked to protect 
postal w,rkers desiring to 
return to work from 
harassment and threats 
fr~,m striking workers. 
Picket lines were thrown 
• around ix,st offices and even 
letter carriers, who aren't on 
strike, had difficulty getting 
to work. 
H,wever, in smaller cities 
and. i0wns across Canada, 
many union members went 
back to work. 
Individual union members 
who defy the order are liable 
to fines of $100 a day. Union 
.fficials who counsel 
disobedience .f the law are 
liable to fines .f $2,500 plus 
$250 a day for each day they 
urge members to stay away 
from work. 
The strike-ending 
legislation calls for the 
River by Conservative Gerry ' appointment ,f a mediator- 
Muirhead, a livestocg conciliator and Acting Labor 
producer. Minister Andre Ouellet said 
Blakeney said he would Thursday the government 
name an acting education was still searching for 
minister soon "and have a someone to take on the job. 
Theunion has been without more comprehensive cabinet 
shuffle later, He was unsure 
whether the shuffle would 
come before a session of the 
legislature, to open about 
Nov. 20. 
Canada, swept 44 of the 
.vrovince's,61 seats. The Files a m a s s e d  P gressive Conservatives 
took 17 seats and the Liberal 
~ rty, whi .oh had 11 seats in e last legislature, was 
wiped out. 
The constitutional con- 
ference of first ministers at 
the end of the month is 
Blake.ney's first priority, 
He told a news conference 
KI TIMA T MAN 
Cossitt claims 
DIES IN FIRE 
OTTAWA .(CPI -- The 
immigration department 
maintains data banks on 
a contract since June 30. 1977 
anda number ,f attempts at 
negotisting a new settlement 
have failed. 
CUPW leaders called a 
legal nat onal st rike Monday 
night after a final 
negotiating session with 
Ouellet failed to resolve their 
dispute. The government 
introduced its back-to-work 
bill in the C.mmons Tuesday 
and by Wednesday it was 
through all stages , f  
Parliamentary c~m- 
siderat ion. 
Jean-Claude Par r ,  t, 
president of CUPW, has said 
there are 264 contract 
clauses till in dispute. 
The union has demanded a 
15.5-per-cent wage increase. 
But it says the maj,r issues 
are not mtmetary but con- 
cern the right to negotiate 
technological change in 
advance of its introduction. 
The union also seeks an end 
East Germany and in 
Algeria." 
However, the MP for 
Leeds failed to receive the 
required unanim~ms consent 
to move a motion requiring 
the government o im- 
mediately answer his 
allegation. Later, during the 
daily C.mmons question 
period, he was not 
recognized by Speaker 
James Jerome. 
Thursday he plans to .con- thousands of suspected 
tinue to demand c"n- 
Stitutionalchanges to protect subversives living in 
provincial right boer Canada, including 12 
Montreal residents who are 
resources. Saskatchewan, trained assassins working 
which has seen the Supreme for the French Intelligence 
Service, Progressive Con- 
servative MP Tom Cossitt 
said Thursday in the Com- 
mons. 
He said the alleged 
assassins work outside 
Canada. 
Cossitt unsuccessfully 
sought government con. 
lirmation of the existence of 
the information, parliculkrly 
Ihe existence of "data bank 
No. 4200 containing the 
names ~Jf at least 500 rest- 
dents of Canada trained in 
guerrilla warfare and 
terrorists at Finsterwalde in
C, ssitt told reporters the of 1he use of casual, non- 
union labor. 
RCMP has the 12 Mtmireal The government has 
residents, all of whom are rejected these demands. 
Canadian citizens, under 
surveillance. In Ottawa, seven strikers 
were arrested as scuffles 
He said he does not doubt broke out when about 30 
Ihe accuracy -f Ihe in- employees, escorted by 
formation which he said police, tried to get into the 
originated from within main terminai to go to work. 
government security ser- In Montreal, ouly 17 ,f 
vices. 4,500 inside workers showed 
Gordon Barrel, 22 years of age, was 
pronounced dead on arrival at Kitimat 
General Hospital where he was rushed by 
ambulance following a mattress fire at his 
32 Fulmer St. home Wednesday. 
It is believed that the fire department was 
called by others who also lived in the two 
storey house after they arrived home at I 
about 5 p.m. and noticed the smoke. 
The Kitimat fire department responded in 
minutes and a spokesman said they found 
smoke and heat in the upper stairs bedroom 
but no flames. Barrel was found in the 
bedroom. 
Police say no foul play is suspected. 
Coroner Don Murray has ordered an 
autopsy which will be conducted in Terrace 
today. After the results of an autopsy are 
known he will decide whether or not to call 
an Inquest. 
The fire department Is still Investigating 
the incident but no cause ;,dS been darer- 
mined. There was some smoke and wafer 
damag e to the house. 
r I 
Socreds defeat 
right to work 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- A- 
call for right-to-work 
legislation was approved, 
then defeated Thursday by 
(he Social Credit women's 
auxiliary. 
About 200 auxiliary 
members, in a show of 
hands, w,ted .verwhelming 
approval . f  a resolution 
asking f.r legislation to al- 
low an individual "to work 
withoul interference, and to 
belong.r not to belong to the 
anion ~,f his choice." 
Following further 
discussion about 
ramifications of the reso- 
lution, however, chairman 
Gladys Scott called for a 
slanding vote, and although 
n, count was taken, declared 
Ihat the standing vote 
defeated the resolution. 
In an interview earlier 
Thursday, Premier Bill 
Bennett repeated his op- 
position to right.towork 
legislation, saying that 
British Columbia's labor eli- 
male is improving- without 
requiring such legislation. 
Delegates also defeated a
res.lution calling for 
women's auxiliaries Iost udy 
"whal relationship there is 
in Ihe decreasing position of 
the father in Ihe home and 
Ihe increase in delin- 
quency." 
A res,lution asking that 
uhe provincial Election Act 
be changed to require voters Under the present act, all 
to be Canadian citizens and a British subjects who have 
resident .f B.C. for a year lived in B.C. for six months 
before the election was prior to an election are 
approved, eligible to vote. 
Tentative accord 
reached on grain 
OTTAWA (CP) -- A ion- 
ratine agreement was 
reached late Thursday night 
between Great Lakes ship 
,,wners and one uf two unions 
inw,ived in a contract 
dispute which has snarled 
Great Lakes shipping. 
But there was confusion 
ab,ut he next step in getting 
talks resumed with the other 
union in the dispute which 
has tied up most of the 122 
Greal Lakes freighters 
which carry grain, iron ore 
and coal. 
Rhodesian warplanes 
attack guerilla base 
LUSAKA, Zambia (AP) -- 
Rhodesian warplanes struck 
145 kilometres into Zambia 
Thursday to pound a black 
guerrilla base within earshot 
.f  the capital. Guerrilla 
leader Joshua Nkomo said 
"we have lost quite a few 
people." 
A day earlier Salisbury 
troops raided guerrilla 
camps in Mozambique. 
There was no word whether 
that raid was still in 
progress. There was no com- 
ment from MoZambique, 
Nkomo, head of the 
Zambiabased Zimbabwe 
African People's Union said, 
"They have destroyed 
almost every structure." He 
suggested the bombs might 
have been American-made, 
although the United States 
supports the United Nations' 
Iotal embargo against 
• Rhodesia. 
Canadian troops may 
be sent to Namibia 
The Western envoys made 
PRETORIA (CP) -- A 
parlial compromise worked 
out by five Western envoys 
and South Mrica on the 
future ,f Namibia may 
eventually include a heavy 
supply of Canadian troops, 
sources aid Thursday. 
But in L.ndon, Canadian 
External Mfairs Minister 
D.n Jamieson said he still 
reserves his position on the 
supply .f Canadian troops. 
• 'We will have to wait a 
little longer to see if things 
m.ve in the right direction," 
he luld reporters during a 
stop on his way back to the 
United Nations. "Then we 
will look positively at our 
participation in whatever 
way seems to be the most 
beneficial." 
Jamieson, and the envoys 
of the United States, Britain, 
Frnce and West Germany, 
spent three days of secret 
talks with S.uth African 
Prime Minister Pieter 
B~,lha, trying m persuade 
him to endorse United 
Nations proposals for the 
independence of mineral- 
rich Namibia, also known as 
S.ut h-West Africa, 
A joint communique issued 
by B.tha indicated that they 
didn't fully succeed. Botha 
insisted that South African 
roposals for elections in 
amibia in December must 
proceed first, although he 
promised to try to persuaae clear that the December 
those elected to accept UN- elections would have no 
supervised elections next international recognition. 
The main black nationalist year• , 
But he wouldn't guarantee movement in Namibia, the 
ihat the Namibian leaders South-West Africa Peoples 
would accept his request. Organization, said it would 
"How can I give a guarant.ee I~,ycott he December vote 
that I can persuane but would contest an election 
anyone?" he said. supervised by the UN. 
Syrian withdrawl 
plan was delayed 
BEIRUT tAP) -- A partial 
withdrawal of Syrian troops 
was delayed Thursday by 
what were described as last- 
minute snags in the plan to 
end a 21-day-.Id Syrian siege 
uf the Christian sector of the 
capital• 
Christian civilians .f East 
Beirut,. hard-pressed for 
food, medicine and other 
supplies, waited in vain for 
the Syrians ~o depart the 
strategic bridges *~f 
Qaranlina nd B.urj Ham- 
mood so supply routes could 
be re-established. 
There was inlermittent 
sniper fire, but people stood 
in line for hours at a few 
working water taps in the 
rubble-strewn streets• 
Christian militiamen per- 
chad .n buildings urged ci- 
vilians to run at crossroads 
to avoid Syrian fire. 
It is unclear how many of 
the estimated 26,000 Syrians 
in a 30,000-man Arab League 
peaeekeeping force are to be 
replaced by Saudi Arabian 
and Sudanese troops under a 
plan designed by President 
Elias Sarkis and other Arab 
leaders to consolidate a 13- 
day eeasefire. 
About 1,200 Christians died 
in I0 days t~f arlillery attacks 
before the ceasefire was 
declared. The Syrians did 
n.t report casualties, 
Student killed in classroom shooting 
WINNIPEG (CP) -- gun fired at point-blank AldineMelnyk, iT, saldshe similar account ,f  the walking west ahmg Ness telephoned school officials 
Avenue after he on- when they heard of the 
"Everybody thought it was range as he sat near the back watched in horror as one ~f sho.ting and added: 
just a paint can exploding. I of a commercial rt class, the students took a shotgun "1 walked up to Ihe guy successfully ,ried to catch a sh~,,ting. He said morning 
heard a bang, andthe guy A suspect in the shooting oul of a green bag and shot with the gun and asked: bus. classes were cancelled 
was standing there with the was taken into custody near Maitland, wbo was sitting What happened? The guy. P, lice and medical mainly so students could go 
gun." the school a few minutes next to him. answered: 'I shot him. Whai examiner Dr. John S. It,me and assure their 
That's how J.hn Dickson, after the incident, His name "Hepulled out thegun and de y,u think?"' Garwo,d arrived at I he families they were all right. 
17, described a sh(,ding at was not released because he shot the guy in the head. SIudems in the classr~,,m scht,,! within minutes. "Y,u hear about incidents 
Sturgeon Creek regional is a juvenile, and no charges ThenheJust walked,or. He at the time said ,no -f the M.rning classes and likethis in N,rtb America," 
secondary school •~ere had been laid as of Thursday walked out with the gun ,m teachers, G,rd,n Grist,tried several extra-curricular lle said. "but when it hitsyou 
Thursday that left one aftermmn, his shoulder." Iogel the students ,,ut .f Ihe aeliviliesplannedforlater in ihis el.so it's extremely 
student dead and a sec.nd The shoot ing occurred "I just started shaking and ro~,m as fasl as possible, the day were cancelled, sh.cking." 
student in police custody, about 8:30 a.m.--about half we just ran .ut. It was Meanwhile, the studenl Principal Dennis 
P.liee said Kenneth an hour after the class awful." with the sholgun walked.of S1efans.n said many .f the P.ilce have not disclosed 
i Maitland, 10, was killed by a began. CliffordMurray,16,gave  .f the scht,d and starled parenls ,,f the 1,400 sludenls any re.live for the slamtlng, 
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iBENNET SAYS 
,i NDP so ld  out  
:: VANCOUVER (CP) - -  The 
~,~ New Democratic Party has 
:~.sold out the principles of the 
~ CCF to gain power, Premier 
!: Bill Bennett said today. 
', The Social Credit party, 
,not the NDP, is the party of 
:! the people, Bennett 'fold, 
:~ about 100 members of the 
i', Social Credit's women's  
!i" auxiliary at the opening of 
!~:the party's three-day con- 
vention. 
.~:: Social Credit is not run by 
'~ a few special-interest 
:i groups--either business or 
labor--and "we are net a 
::party of millionaires" 
.-: The NDP took the once- 
:! proud CCP...CCF roots are 
~the same as ours; the same 
i as ours, but they sold out to a 
few labor leaders to get 
power," Bennett said. 
i! "TheNDP coalition cannot 
represent all the people, it 
L cannot allow freedom of 
membership like we can." 
Bennett said the CCF "had 
its roots in Western 
alienation" like the Social 
Credit party, but "power is 
'-not worth it when you have to - to cfirry t hem out. 
sell out." Among resolutions the 
In an interview la ler ,  
Bennett said that many 
members of the CCF feel 
shunted aside and their 
ideals are being used. 
He also dismissed NDP 
charges that the provincial 
lottery fund is being used as 
a political slush fund. 
He said the original 
definition of the fund's use 
was too narrow and "we 
broadened it so it could help 
a lot more people." 
•lne rand now is set up to 
help individuals and com- 
munities with their current 
needs, Bennett said, and is 
more flexible than normal 
government programs. 
Bennett also said he does 
not favor, right-to-work 
legislation and that the labor 
climate in B.C. is improving. 
One of the resolutions the 
women's auxil iary was to 
debate proposes r ight-to- 
work legislation. In his 
speech, Bennett told the 
women's delegates that he 
accepts commitments made 
at the convention and will try 
women's group was to 
consider today: 
--Removal of all junior 
secondary English programs 
textbooks which have "poor 
l i terary content, subve~:sive 
overtones, " unesthet ical  
illustrations and commercial 
advertising illustrations;" 
--Return of the strap and 
other methods of discipline 
to schools; 
--Opposition to proposal 
federa l  eonst i tu t iona i  
changes to remove the 
Queen as head of state ex- 
cept while in Canada; 
--All alcoholic beverage 
labels and advertisements 
should carry a hazard 
warning similar to 
medicines and cigarettes: 
--A call for the minister of 
highways to develop cycling 
routes near major highways 
because "bicycles have 
become an accepted and 
economical means of 
transportation;" 
--Support for daily 
recitation of the Lord's 
Prayer and a Bible reading 
in all public schools. 
.Underground houses 
mayhave some merit 
Wi:IITEHORSE (CP) --  the30 Celsius range and I.~uis project has been built 
" Brent Anderson of Min- 
neapolls, Minn., sometimes 
called the cave man, came to 
the sixth northern resources 
conference as something of 
an oddity speaker. 
But when he had finished 
speaking Thursday af- 
ternoon, many delegates 
were ready to admit that 
underground housing 
'!:.,perhaps does have a future 
' in Canadian life, 
Anderson, from the 
American Underground 
Housing Association, said 25 
per cent of total United 
States energy use is for 
residential heating and 
cooling, equal to energy 
expended on transportation. 
"Yet, he added, while North 
Americans are busily 
• designing more energy-ef- 
• ficient vehicles, they are 
~:~doing little to change housing 
!.(designs. 
• "'~ "I find that absolutely 
amazing," be said. 
He said underground 
homes, which he prefers to 
call earthsheltered homes, 
can produce a 50-to-e0-per 
cent savings in energy. 
He gave the example of an 
underground home dwner 
who lived in a northern U.S. 
area that suffered a four-day 
. power blackout. Tern- 
• peratures were running in 
within three hours some 
homes froze inside, causing 
damage to water lines. 
In the underground home, 
the ~emperature was about 
21 Celsius when the power 
went dead. Four days later it 
had dropped by only four 
degrees, 
Anderson added that 
underground homes also are 
quieter and, despite popular 
belief, are not dark, dank 
and uncomfortable. They 
provided more yard space 
than conventional housing 
and allowed the owner to be 
more creative in house 
design and iandscapping, 
One problem for .earth- 
sheltered housing is that 
conservative money-lenders 
are not ready to accept the 
idea, he said. They argue 
that there is little resale 
value, therefore their 
mortgage money is at 
serious risk. 
Another argument is cost. 
However, he said, un- 
dergrt,und housing in a St. 
for $32 a square foot, com- 
pared with $35 for con- 
ventional housing. 
Meanwhile, the conference 
heard of another innovative 
building technique fr,m J. B. 
Mitchell, a Kilborn 
Engineering Ltd. senioz 
vice-president. Mitchell said 
~hat putting an entire mine- 
mill operation under .he r~.~f 
in norlhern areas is prac- 
tical. 
C.nslruction .f such oper- 
ations under ~,ne roof would 
lake six n~onths less than 
erection . f  multiple 
buildings, he said. Capital 
and ,perating c~sts would 
not be greater and access 
between work areas would 
be improved, especially in 
winter. 
The three-day conference 
is held every ~hree years to 
discuss ways of improving 
northern resource 
development. It has at. 
xracled more than 300 
delegates from across North 
America, It ends today. 
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r Senate  
revision 
criticized 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  An auto- 
:cratie government might 
emerge if Prime Minister 
Trudeau successfully passes 
his proposed Senate 
revisions, a Senate report 
Said Thursday. 
The report, prepared by a 
team of Liberal and 
Progressive Conservative 
senators, said federal 
constitutional proposals 
.remove the brakes on auto- 
c ra t i c  behavior by the 
government. 
The proposals, unveiled by 
Trudaau last June, would re- 
place the Senate with a 
House of the Federation, to 
be filled almost equally by 
appointments from 
provincial egislatures and 
the Commons. 
The proposed new upper 
chamber would lose the Sen- 
aLe's veto power over 
Commons legislation. 
During the Senate com- 
mittee's hearings into the 
proposals, enators said that 
while they rarely use their 
veto power, its existence 
prevents the government 
from passing radical 
legislation or becoming 
dictatorial. 
Under the House of Feder- 
ation idea the chamber 
would be able to delay 
legislation for only six 
months. 
The government's con- 
stitutional proposals died 
when Parliament prorogued 
last week. However, the 
throne speech opening a new 
session of Parliament 
~0 mlsed that the proposals 11 resurface inan amended 
form. 
These proposals are not 
expected until after Trudeau 
meets the premiers Oct, 3c- 
Nov. I to discuss con- 
stitutional change. 
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Students 
sell 
freshest 
of fruits 
Since Oct. 15th, the 
students of Caledonia 
Senior Secondary School 
have been taking orders 
for fresh Florida oranges 
and grapefruits, and will 
be continuing to do so 
until the end of the month. 
A door to door cam- 
paign is presently in 
progress, but if your 
home is somehow missed, 
you can still place an 
order by calling Clayton 
Lloyd Jones at 635-4715. 
When all orders are 
compiled at the end of 
October, they will be 
phoned in to Florida, and 
,nly then will the fruit be 
}icked off the trees. 
Prices for these 
.ranges and grapefruits 
are very reasonable, and 
the proceeds will go 
towards uniforms and 
~ravelling expenses for 
the various Caledonia 
athletic teams. A small 
I~,x.f oranges will sell for 
$7.50, will weigh 21 
~,unds, and contain 40-50 
oranges, depending ,in 
size. A large box ,,f 
oranges goes for $14.00, 
wweighs 42 pounds, and 
will contain 80-100 
.ranges, again depending 
,~n size. 
Grapefruits sell for 
$7.50 for the small b~,x, 
and $14 for the large box, 
A small box weighs 21 
pounds, and contains 18- 
24 grapefruits. The large 
box weighs 42 pounds, and 
contains 36- Io 48 
grapefruits. This works 
.ut to approximately 35 
cenls per purred for either 
,,ranges or grapefruits. 
l~,th the .ranges and 
the grapefruits are the 
seedless variety, and the 
grapefruits are pink. 
Delivery to your dq.)r is 
guaranteed by mid- 
N.vember; top quality 
and .ptimim freshness 
are als. guaranteed, This 
s y.ur chanee to get 
musually fresh fruit at a 
ow price, and help.ut he 
oealhigh schtHd athletes 
l~ the same time. 
11" 
, (  
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Reitman's 500th store opens here 
The all new Reitmans at 
the Skeena Mall brings the 
total number of stores in the 
Reitman chain to well over 
500 since its humble one 
small store beginnings in 
1926. 
This new store will feature 
all types of fashions and 
accessories for both women 
and teens, it is in total 
contrast o the first Reit- 
roans, a somewhat drab dry 
goods hop on Montreal's St. 
Lawrence Boulevard. 
All the latest ideas in retail 
decor fixturing and mer- 
chandise display have been 
used to give this new store a 
bright, cheerful and relaxed 
price field with imports from 
the Far .  East, South 
America, Europe and the 
U.S.A. where resident 
buying offices are main. 
rained but great emphasis i
placed on buying Canadian 
made goods. 
Thestaff and management 
of the new store have all 
been recruited from the 
Terrace area. 
atm°sphere' Wide aisles' ~ ~  i ~ ! C  . . . . . . . . . . . .~  
easily aeeessible mer- 
chandise from both racks 
and tables as well as wall '"' 
display and self-service units i)! ~ ( i  
all contribute to making ".. 
shopping as easy and con- , , , ,~  r - - t  ............. 
venient as possible, a ............. 
company spokesman says. .. ....... 
Merchandise in the new .... 
Reitmans tore will change 
constantly to keep up with 
the needs of the areas MAJESTIO JEWELLERS fashion conscious hoppers. '...'L~ 
New fashions will arrive 
several times a week from . /'" 
the company's headquarters 8p,m,-12p,m, Oct. 26/78 . . . . . .  " ' , , , . . . . , . .  
in Montreal where buying for 
the chain is carried out. The 
company spokesman ex- 
plains that Reitmans 
expert buyers continually 
strive to maintain fashion 
leadership in the medium 
IN STORE VALUES 
,,,° 50%o,, 
CITY CENTER, KITIMAT 
I WEATHER i
periods throughout he af- 
termJtm, with highs reaching. 
12 degrees Celsius, and 
dropping down to 5 io 6 
degrees Celsius ,vernight. 
A weather system ap- 
proaching the Pacific c,ast 
will probably bring ~tvercast 
skies and periods ,f rain 
Ihn~ughout m{Jst ,f the day 
Sa!urday. 
Sunday will be mainly 
ch|udy with .ccasional 
sll.wers. Weekend highs for 
the Kitimat-Terrace area 
will reach 12 degrees Celsius 
both Saturday and Sunday, 
and lemperatures will dip to 
7 degrees during the 
evenings. 
n.-12p.m. AQb# 4 
Oct. 26/78 
• OKTK Co ¢. 
O'( . cO, ' 
on Looahon C,,$/Z 
*Go s" CiTY OENTRE, % 
KITIMAT 
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OTTAWA OFFBEAT 
BY RICHARD JACKSON 
OTTAWA . Ran into a mutual friend who 
chatted it up the other day in London with 
Nicholas Monsarraf, author of the best-selling 
"Cruel Sea" and immediate post-war in- 
formation officer at the United Kingdom High 
Commission here in the national capital. 
He was a lean and hungry ex.seadog in his 
Ottawa days and it was then his first and still 
best seller hit the jackpot. 
It made him more than enough loot to buy a 
great stone mansion on the north shore of the 
Ottawa River where he became one of the 
capital's leading - -  if unpredictable --  hosts. 
His dinners, bars and buffets were lavish, but 
when he had had enough of social jollification he 
simply turned out all the lights in the great stone 
house and retired, leaving guests to grope their 
way to their cars. 
Well, he's still an ex-seadog, no longer lean and 
hungry as in his young Ottawa days, but aging 
with grizzled weather-beaten face, straggly 
beard, and as always that rolling walk. 
• "That nautical gait is something the Mon. 
sarrats all have," reports the mutual friend. 
" i  can see Nick now with his son Max and his 
three grandchildren coming along the street - -  
all of them gently roll ing." 
The sea is the 68-year-old Monsarrat's first and 
last love. 
A "cruel" mistress when he spent four and a 
half years in corvettes on the North Atlantic anti. 
submarine convoy run. 
But a kind mistress when he turned that ex- 
perience into hls sensational overnight success, 
"The Cruel Sea," with 11 million copies so far 
sold. 
And now comes his first sea saga since then. 
It's called "The Master Mariner,:' and it has a 
great new gimmick. 
The portents are good with 90,000 copies in the 
first print, ahead of what "The Cruel Sea" was at 
the outset, says Monsarrat, puffing pleasurably 
at his /arge Monte Cristo in his suite at 
Clarldges, reports the friend. 
It's an extraordinary novel in that it attempts 
to tell the story of 400 years of British seafaring 
through the eyes of one central character, 
Matthew Lawe. 
After an act of funk at the Armada, sailor 
Matthew is condemned to sail the seas for four 
centuries till he expiates his cowardice. 
Matthew ages by 10 years every century. 
'So the 22-year.old stripling of the Armada is 
still only 30 when he tumbles Samuel Pepys' 
prefly maid while a clerk at the Admiralty and 40 
when he stands on the quarterdeck of the Victory 
with Nelson at Trafalgar. 
The tale then goes on through Jutland and the 
Battle of the River Plate to the present day and 
the final act of expiation. 
Does this strange device work? 
Oddly enough, yes. 
As with the conjuror sawing the lady in half or 
producing the rabbit out of the hat, you know it 
can't be done but it's still clever. 
Monsarraf, related the friend, is a compulsive 
worker, getting upat five in the morning to begin 
the day's writing on his island home of Gozo off 
Malta. 
"Time is all we have," said Monsarrat to the 
friend, "and I have enough left for three more 
books. 
"Then I'll come home to England and spend 
my last days watching the tides at one of my 
childhood holiday haunts of Anglesey." 
While such thoughts might seem prematurely 
gloomy, Monsarrat, whose father lived to 96, 
looks lust about as indestructible, reports the 
friend, recalling their cuffing up old Ottawa 
touches and British High Commission memories 
in the ultimate luxury at Claridges. 
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Drinking workers costly 
" In  any workplace, at least 6 per cent of 
your employees have a Serious drinking 
problem". 
That statement comes from Joanne 
Pallett, one of the crack group of 
professionals who work with the B.C. 
Ministry of Health's Alcohol and Drug 
Commission creating programs to combat 
industrial alcoholism in British Columbia. 
"This year alone, B.C. employers will lose 
over 200 million dollars in terms of lost 
productivity, absenteeism, chronic lateness 
and accidents on the lob because of alcohol 
abuse." 
If there is such a person as a 'typical' 
alcoholic holding down a job, Joanne 
describes this person. 
"He is forty to forty five years old and has 
a family. He has been with his company for 
eleven years. He has started to miss work 
because of illness. He may talk overly long 
lunches. He has recently made errors in 
work judgments and his colleagues have 
been covering up for him. 
"But the company finds it tough to fire 
him. They have made a big investment in 
this man. Not only in terms of training and 
salary, but also in the level of real 
responsibility this man will have developed 
over  the years. 
"The alcoholic employee," she goes on, 
"has made a sizeable investment oo. Not 
only in the accountability of the iob itself, 
but in the security, independence and self. 
respect it provides for him and his family." 
And his community has an investment in 
keeping him economically independent and 
keeping his family intact. 
"Let's face it," Jeanne says, "everyone 
stands to lose from alcoholism." She goes 
on to describe how the government, through 
the Professional Development of the 
Alcohol and Drug Commission, works to 
help everyone concerned with the problem. 
"What we do," she said, "is work with 
union and management to develop and 
ratify a formal policy before the troubled 
employee is ever identified and helped. 
Both sides have their responsibi l i t ies 
outlined in the policy, and they have these 
guidelines to fall back on when Individual 
cases come up. The employee's rights in 
terms of job security and promotions are 
protected. And confidentiality is ensured." 
If treatment is necessary, there is an 
expectation that after residential treat. 
ment, or  during out-patient reatment, the 
person will be fully functioning on the lob. 
"We know," Pallett continues, "that 50 
per cent of employees with work 
deterioration will have alcohol problems. 
The remainder may have other types of 
drug problems, marriage or family toublles 
or financial difficulties. The Employee 
Assistance Policy is designed to allow the 
employee to get help with any of thess 
personal problems." 
The key person im making this so.called 
"Employee Assistance Policy" work is the 
front line supervisor. Supervisors, foremen 
and managers are trained to recognize and 
document serious work deterioration in 
work performance and be able to confrone 
the employee. 
However, supervisors are not expected to 
diagnose alcoholism. Diagnosis is left to the 
experts, such as a physician or the Oc. 
cupational Health Nurse. And the training 
of supervisors becomes an improtanf part 
of the service performed by the 
Professional Development Division of the 
Alcohol and Drug Commission. 
In recent years members of this special 
division have~ provided help and Co. 
oridinated programs with industry, labour 
and government which helped to provide 
treatment and information for troubled 
employees. 
• Over 50 organizations of all sizes, such as 
Cominco, Alcan, U.B.C., the White Spot 
restaurants, the I.W.A., B.C. Telephone, 
and the Vancouver Police Department have 
used the services'of the Alcohol and Drug 
Commission to implement Employee 
Assistance programs. Other programs are 
current ly being developed for certain school 
districts and four regional hospitals. 
Employees referred for help under the 
EAP have a 70 per cent chance of full 
recovery. That in itself has been enough 
reason for many businesses and large 
organizations to implement such a policy. 
And as awareness of the human costs of 
untreated alcoholism continues to grow, 
more industrial alcoholism programs will 
be launched in British Columbia. 
I have often heard it said --  and have con- 
firmed tn my own experience --  that the Queen 
Charloffe Islands are a British Columbia in 
miniature. 
People who have the chance to explore even a 
few of the 150 islands in the chain find muskeg- 
covered plains, high plateaux, rugged and 
spectacular mountains, excellent ocean beaches 
and rain forests that include some of the world's 
largest cedar and sitka spruce. 
There are animals of every sort - -  some of 
them virtually extinct elsewhere in the world. 
The long list includes: bald eagles, peregrine 
falcons, auklets, murelets and the trumpeter 
swans, the northern sea li0n and various species 
of whale, deer, bear and even domestic woolly, 
long-horned Highland cattle. 
The Queen Charlottes have some of the best 
remaining examples of ancient Halda villages 
and totem poles, turn.of-the-century timber 
millsand early ranches. The islands also boast a 
present.day revival of these cultures - -  Haida 
art is highly valued the world over, the forests 
support a healthy logging Industry, and some of 
the old farms and ranches continue to produce. 
Like the rest of British Columbia, the islands 
offer a great deal of opportunity --and demand a 
full measure of protection. 
For many years, concerned islanders have 
been se~ing ways to protect the best and most 
fragile parts of their environment while per- 
mitting an adequate level of economic activity. 
Attention has recently focused on a proposal to 
make part of Moresby Island-- the largest of the 
southern islands - -  into a park or ecological 
preserve, banning logging or industrial activity 
to protect wildlife and natural habitats. 
The area has already been declared a 
"Natural Area of Canadian Significance" by the 
Federal Parks Canada branch following a series 
of studies I requested in 1975. At that time, 
naturalists urveyed both the Queen Charlott~ 
and a section of the Skeena estuary; eventually 
Parks Canada would like to see a representative 
fraction of one of these two regions become a 
national park, although there are no immediate 
plans to do so. 
Provincial departments have also quietly 
,conducted wildlife and economic resource 
studies in recent years to collect base data. With 
much of the work now complete, the Resource 
Analysis Division of the Provincial Department 
of the P~vironment is currently preparing a 
compreP:::nsive report on the South Moresby 
Wilderness Preserve proposal for presentation 
to the provincial cabinet sometime in mid.fall. It 
is possible that the provincial cabinet will decide 
at that time to proceed with plans for either a 
park or ecological preserve. 
The outcome of that decision will have im. 
portant implications for islanders. If the decision 
is to place too much of the island within park 
boundaries, the forest industry may have no 
choice but to leave the islands or dramatically 
curtail operations - -  with serious economic 
implications for residents. If too liffle is 
protected, marvelous species of wildlife may 
eventually disappear from the face of the earth. 
That would be tragic. 
Following recent inspection tours of Moresby 
Island and extensive discussions with islanders, 
I am of the mind that protection of vital habitats 
need not eliminate development of forest 
resources. In most cases, there is a geographical 
separation of the two zones that should make an 
acceptqble compromise possible-- together with 
a growing understanding among loggers that a 
careful harvest makes good economic as well as 
good ecological sense. In a few areas, however, 
such a compromise may not be possible. There, 
we wil l  have to study competing interests with' 
particular attention before making a decision. 
I have written to Premier Bennett, on your 
behalf, asking that we be kept fully informed at 
each stage of the province's declsion-making. I f  
is only right that we have access to the base data 
and that our veices be heard in deciding the mix .  
of protection and development. 
If the Queen Charlottes are indeed B.C. in 
miniature, the resolution of the two claims on 
Moresby Island will say much about our level of 
understanding ~nd responsibility. 
If YOu would like further information on this 
important and complex issue, or if you wish to 
provide mewlth any views you may have, please 
do not hesitate to write to me care of the House of 
Commons, Ottawa, Ontario K1A 0X2. No 
Postage is required. 
New Brunswick issues obscured_ by mud" 
FREDERIC'TON (CP) and Liberalleader Joseph remarks as "smut" and C.nservative. the Conservatives lected Landry said, private interest is than PCs. 
--  Issues in the campaign 
for Monday's New 
Brunswick election have 
all but disappeared in a 
duststorm of personal 
attacks and clouds of 
uncertainty over the 
reliability of traditional 
voting patterns. 
When Progressive C~m- 
servatlve Premier 
Richard Hatfield called 
the election, most oh- 
servers felt the issues 
would be economic 
growth and job creation. 
However, the campaign 
has  come down to the 
Daigle .n  each other. 
Daigle has called 
}latfleld corrupt, inept 
and incapable of change. 
Hatfield has mocked 
the "changed look" 
claimed by the Liberals, 
pointing at s.me .f their 
candidates who have been 
in the legislature for re.re 
than a decade, and saying 
lhe Liberals a Ineaded by 
"a sec.nd.hand rose." 
That crack earlier this 
week appeared Io sting 
Daigle. He replied that, 
given a ch.lce, he ..w|uld 
rather he "a see.rid-hand 
question of leadership, rose" than "a faded 
including sometimes pansy." 
brutal attacks by Halfleld ilatfield described sueii 
called for an end to it. His The rural north has 
audience at a rally been a Liberal stronghold 
cheered the premier's while the rural south has 
stand on the issue, supported the Con- 
While such exchanges servatives. 
have always been a part In addition, while the 
.f New Brunswick Omservativea have won 
politics, there are in- tw. elections with flat. 
dieations .f  Ehanges in field they (railed the 
this election. Liberals in both in the 
For the C.nservatives, popular w~te. 
Liberals, NDP and Parti Observers ay results 
Acadien candidales, a M.ndaymayhinge.ntwo 
major factor M.nday facmrs--a major 
may be shiftsin the tradi- pupulalton shift out of the 
lional palterns of French urban areas in the last 
and Irish It.man four years and how well 
Cath.llcs wiling Liberal the Liberals are able to 
while the English and h.ld the Acadian vote, 
Pr.leslants with a For the first time in 
L.yalist bent voled New Brunswick politics, 
I I I  I I I I 
members in every county 
in 1974, in part because of 
inroads into the Acadian 
vote. 
Louis Landry, the PC 
cochairman of 
organization, said in an 
interview the party is 
banking on being able to 
hold those gains and build 
on them Monday. 
Religion is another 
factor although the 
parties prefer to keep it 
low key. 
"At one time if you 
were an Acadian Liberal 
who was going to w;te 
C.nservative it was about 
the same Ihlng as aban- 
doning your church," 
Also to be considered is because a basic gut fear 
the voter turnout, whldrz of well-being is often at 
reaches as high as 90 per slake here." 
cent in northern counties. Liberal strategists say 
Professor $. i. privately that if they are 
Pobihusbehy, a to oust Hatfleld they must 
University of New hold the strength they 
Brunswick  polit ical built in 1974 and add al 
scientist, attributes Ihe least five new seats in 
heavy lurnout to the facl addition to holding Ihe 
that "politics for a lot of mcth. 
people here i s . , .  a game Tory stateglsts are 
Ihat oflen makes the saying much the same 
difference between a Job thing except hey hope to 
and welfare, and people hurl the Liberals by 
in the depressed areas of cutting into the Acadian 
the north can't afford the vote. 
risk of losing their j.b by If the Parti Acadien 
nil w,ling," makes gains, observers 
"Public inlerest is not generally agree that the 
the .bject of veling, Liberals will suffer more 
I I 
Whether those figta, es 
change Monday may be 
decided by the un- 
committed vote which 
ranges from eight to 15 
per cent, depending 
who is doing the e °n 
timating, 
Those, voters are 
generally characterized 
as being middle class and 
ranging in age from 
young Io late 40s. They 
are made up ot 
professionals and some 
skilled labor and they are 
thought, at least by 
political scientists, to live 
mainly in the more af- 
fluent parts .f southern 
New Brunswick. 
Energy needs wil l  mean investment 
OTTAWA (CP)  - -  New 
calculations show that 
energy development up to 
1900 will require investment 
of $,300 billion and perhaps 
even more, says a top bank 
official. 
R.A. Utting, executive 
vieepresident and chief 
general manager of the 
Royal Bank of Canada, said 
Thursday he is sure the 
money can he found if 
government provides a 
suitable investment climate. 
Conditions needed in- 
eluded a Consistent policy of 
maximum energy 
development, acceptance of
world prices and a will- 
ingness to export petroleum 
to the United States. 
!'They are not being met 
now," he told the Association 
of Consulting Engineers of 
Canada. 
Utting said he saw ac- 
celerated development of 
energy resources as "the 
best present hope for 
restoring our economy to the 
five to 5~,~ per cent annual 
increase in real growth of 
which it is capable." 
In 1976, the federal energy 
department estimated that 
by 1990 Investment.in e ergy 
development would total $180 
million. 
But Utting said 
calculations by his bank, 
Canada's largest, to take 
into effect inflation and other 
developments since then, 
shows the total to be $300 bil- 
lion. 
The bank expected $134 
million of. that would be 
generated within the com-" 
panics, StO0 billion in either 
loans or investment in 
shares from outside the 
country and $67 billion in 
borrowings on the Canadian 
market. 
Utting said he rejects 
suggestions that reserves of 
oil, natural gas and coal are 
close to running out or that 
the ~prudent course is to 
conserve those resources for 
future generations. 
"canada now has a sur- 
plus of natural gas," he said. 
"The obvious market for 
that gas is the U.S . "  
Export approvals are 
needed now to help the in- 
dustry generate its share of 
the $134 billion in new in. 
vestment and "to get into the 
U.S. market before the 
market is pre-empted by 
other suppliers." 
The exports, now sought 
by the ~ oil industry in 
National Energy Board 
hearings on gas s u.pply and 
demand, also would improve 
balance of payments by 
bringing in more U.S. doT-  
] " ' ' t ar~vernment pohcyns tha 
exports will only be ,ap- 
proved on a swap basis-- 
shipping more gas to the U.S. 
now m return mr an equal 
amount from Alaska when a 
northern pipeline is com- 
pleted. 
Part of the reason it is 
leery of exports, the 
• government says, is that 
only a few years ago in- 
dustry said reserves .had 
declined to the point where 
they feared shortages' by 
1978. 
Utting said' corn true Lion of 
the northern pipeline als0 
will bring benefits to 
Canada. He estimated that 
at the peak of construction, it 
will add up to a full point to 
the gross national product. 
William Scotland, deputy 
administrator of the 
government's  northern 
pipeline agency, told the 
seminar the $10-biilion pipe- 
line will provide a major 
i 
market for Canadian goods malerials and labor," he 
and services, said. 
• ,And after it goes into oper- 
"At a time when Canada atl0n, it will bring in $.500 
needs economicstimulation, million annually in tran- 
the project will use over $3' sportation charges for gas 
billion worth of Canadian moving to the U.S. 
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Don't miss our GRAND OPENING 
AD, TUESDAY, OCTOBER 24th... 
Staffing Wednesday, October 251h every smart cat in Terrace is set to pounce on the big, juicy 
,: ~ Grand Opening Savings at K mart in the Skeena Mall. Whether you're stalking buys on kid's 
, :.shoes, name brand al~101iar~c.es,,family fashions or automotive supplies... K mart's got it all.:. .... 
At prices.you c~m really sink your teeth into! Watch for our Grand 
Opening flyer in this paper, Tuesday, October 24th. You'll see that 
we don't pussy foot around when it comes to saving you moneyf 
IN THE SKEENA MALL 
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This country has 
a Spirit all its own. 
It's the mellowest live year old around. 
Canadi;,n Spirit has been ag.ed to n|ildness and maturity a full five years. 
And yet Ibrall its careful aging, it sells at a price lower than many three yel,r old whiskies. 
B.C. "li~l's weekend 
rate is really el' ~ap. 
You can t i,d clirect 
(112) r) most I)laces in B.(:. 
between 5 p.m. Friday and 
5 p.ln. Sunday ti)n" just 35¢ 
or  less lx:r minute.' (Min-, 
imuln charge 28¢ a call.) ' 
,¢  
' I . ( )N( ;  I)IS'I~.\N(:E WI.~EKEN 1) R,,~I'E "!'() M()S'I" I)I,AC:ES IN B.( :. 
B, D. TEL 
~ call .~m~cone long 
distance lhis weekend. 
Ancl talk il tlp while 
l'illeS ill'(.' (J()wll. 
~tte ckx.'s not apply 
on calls I'n'Oln lr~lel, nlnt)tcI 
or  coin lelel)hones on" to 
S()lllC Nt)llhern IXfinls 
11()l ."~L'I'VC(I I)V B . ( - " l i .q .  
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centre-left winger who has 
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SKEENA VALLEY 
RENTALS LTD. 
Most Anything. Most Anytime For 
CONTRACTORS.I NDUSTRY-IN DIVIDUALS 
Hours: Mon. - Sat. 8.6 
635 7417 4946 Greig Avenue i Phone 635-7417 
been little used by the Na- 
tional Hockey League club Volleyball season's end this year, has been traded to Colorado Rockies for a 
future second round draft 
choice. Leafs general 
manager Jim Gregory, in 
making the announcement, 
did not specify what year the 
the draft selection would be 
made. 
is quickly approaching 
KITCHEN CA:INMET:uL:EO VAf~INTIT~STc~6 INSTALLATION 
K: woo 
KITCHEN 
/ BRAD REESE - -  
~,~-~: : ,~"* : ,  ~ : ~ .:~ ,.,: K ABINETS 
~M~E~'~E(~RGE,..;B..~::V2L 34<s.- :: , (NORTHERN) LTD. 
J ~US: 564 .1488 
J RES 562.2zOt FREE ESTIMATES 
Once agam,Terrace's high Aiyansh~ and Hazelton comments Watkinson. "It's 
school volleyball players competing as well. This will getting toward the end of the 
SIGNS CONTRACT havea busy weekend in front be the final playday of the season, and they should 
KANSAS CITY, Mo. tAP) of them. Skeena Jr. regular volleyball season, really come on strong." 
--Whitey Herzog signed a Secondary School will be until November 4th, when Caledonia Senior Secon- 
oneyear contract Thursday. sending five teams to Prince the Jr. A Boys finals will be :dary School will be sending a 
to continue as manager of Rupert for a volleyball heldat Skeena Jr. Secondary total of 20girls and 18 boys to 
Kansas City Royals, ending playday there, and School, and the Jr. A Girls the UBC campus in Van- weeks of uncertainty over 
his future. The American Caledonia Senior Secondary finals will take place at couver to compete in the 
League baseball team an- School's Boys and Girls Thornhill Jr. Secondary UBC Invitational Volleyball 
nounced .the signing of volleyball teams will be School. Tournament. Teams from 
Herzog toe contract for his travelling to the UBC , The Jr. A Buys are 
fourth full season after he campus for the UBC In- currently in first place in 
had met with general vitationai High School their division, and Skeena Y"a ' -a r -  r "J'--,uc,- 
manager  Joe Burke. Volleyball Tournament. Athletic Director Tom 
Skeena Jr. Secondary Watkinson feels they should 
School will be sending their easily win their division. 
Jr. A Boys and Girls teams, TheJr. A Girls are in second dies from fall Jr. B Boys and Girls teams, place, right behind Kitimat. 
and a Jr. C Girls squad to It should be a real battle 
Prince Rupert, where they between those two (earns to 
will take part in a volleyball see who will take the zone. 
playday, with teams from "They've really been CALGARY (CP) -- Jockey 
Kitimat. Prince Rupert, working hard at pracHee", Ken Pearsondiedinhospital. 
Thursday of head injuries 
suffered in a spill during .a 
race Sunday at Stampeae 
TOOVEY 
SERVICE  
OAHAVENTURE MERCURY ,~oatsl YAMAHA 
Terrace Electronic Repairs Ltd, 
SERVING TERRAOE & KITIMAT 
~ e  SERVICE ON ALL 
MAKES OF T.V.'s 
Warrenty Depot lot  
Zenith, Phillips, Hitachi, 
Sylvania 
~ON. • SAT. 6 a .m. .  5 p.m. 
4908 Graham 635.4543 
(outboard BOLMAR 
motors) (chain saws) 
Hours: Mort. - Sat. 8.t 
Dealer Licence 
4946 Greig Number 02013A 635-5929 
TERRACE ANSWERING BUREAU 
638.8195 
MR. BUSINESSMAN! 
This Space Is Resened 
For Your Ad. 
ANSWERING, 
PAGING, 
MONITORING OR 
PHOTOCOPYING 
SERVICES 
~24 HOUR SERVICE . 
4~03.D Park Avenue, Terrace, B,C. V8G IV5 
]Eteaudy-~ 635-3936 
GONORETE 4434 LAKELSE AVE 
TERRACE, B.C. 
CUSTOM CONCRETE PROD, 
Sand, Gravel, Drain Rook 
BANQUETS PART IES  
RECEPT IONS 
Eagle DIsco 
B. POLICHEK J .Y .  PAUL 
PHONE 635.5683 PHONE 635.9252 
MR, BUSINESSMAN! 
This Space Is Reserved 
For Your Ad. 
Yellowhead Fire Protection and 
Yellowhead Securities Systems Ltd. 
PRIVAIL INV|SIIGAtOR 
4635 LAZELLE AVENUE 
TERRACE. 6.C PHONE (604) 635.3863 
VSG 3N5 OR (604) 635.3861 
Repair. Van Conversion Accessories. R.V, Supplies - 
WELCOME • Boattopplng b Hardware • Vinyl Car Tops . I > ' ~  
I Headltners.Tonneao Covers. Auto Carpet. V.W. Seats I.m, I I 
| recovered in original color and material, front & back I "1  | 
J $225- Upholstery Fabrics, Vinyl & leather - Complete |:~J | 
I Corvetter supplies. Antique Auto Restoration I I I 
I R,R. 3 Johns Road ~ I ' I 
635-4348 HALLIwELL 
III II 
Wagon Days Pearson, who would have been 23 next month, was 
riding Silk Tassel when the 
filly veered sharply away 
from the rail, dumping him 
heavily to the track. He 
never regained con- 
sciousness. 
Born in Calgary, Pearson 
rode in his first race in 1973 
HOmOA Test drive a Honda today. 
TERRACE HONDA SALES 
' 4912 Hwy. 16 Terrace, B.C. V8G 1L8 
638-8171 
Dealer Licence Number 02066A 
H i,. )~ 
Gall us at 635-6357 9 to 5 
~gP'~£9 
Kitimat and Prince Rupert 
will also be making the trip, 
as well as many teams from 
other parts of British 
Columbia. This is their, 
second trip south this season. 
Earlier they competed in the 
University of Victoria In- 
v i ta t iona l  Volleyball 
Tournament, and finished 
ninth out of sixteen teams. 
and went on to become 
Alberta's leading apprentice 
jockey that year. 
He won many important 
races in the province, in- 
cluding the  Calgary 
Maturity, the Thanksgiving 
Handicap, the Teeworth 
Plate and the Nor(blends 
Oaks. 
He was the first jockey to 
die from a racing accident in 
Alberta in more than 30 
years. 
'Sports bodies must 
share'- Hugh Plant 
OTTAWA (CP)  - -  At a sports organizations are 
time when the shrinking being asked to share 
dollar and federal spending amongst hemselves, 
cuts have forced most "Wemight havetohave a 
groups Io jealously guard common fund managed by a 
their resources, national central body," Plant said. 
0 
0 
0 
From life's little 
luxuries to the 
BARE 
NECESSITIES 
You'll save big 
at K mart... 
W:md n~i~;i OC~°abne ~ :tSa th Y~l:::n;ta°t;imb:~tnating 
(SEE OUR 12 PAGE FLYER, TUESDAY, OCTOBER 24th) 
We've gathered a potful of really sweet savings on everything from automotive 
supplies to family fashions in celebration of our Terrace Grand Opening! Take a look at 
our many special values in this paper Tuesday, October 24th. You'll see that there's 
nothing GRIZZLY about K mart's prices! 
IN THE SKEENA MALL 
iRi 
/ 
~ ,  TA GE KEY  I A.YE 
L ions  in  a must  w in  s i tuat ion  
AI Charuk, whuse on-field 
inlensity is matched only by 
an overwelming character 
trait off it, has reached the 
mecca of wide receivers. 
Charuk haB caughl 50 
PacSSes this season for'British 
lumbia Lions-a goal he set 
for himself in training eBmp- 
and needs 14 in the last three d.wn," he. adds, "it's .nly 
games of the Canadian threeca~ches agame-bm the 
Football League season It) biggest hing, is Ihe con- 
break the club mark of 63 sislency yvu need IO &~ 
held by Jim Y,ung. that." 
Fifty catches, says Charuk continues his 
Cheruk, seems lu be the record hunt Saturday in 
"mecca for wide receivers." vancouver when the Lions, 
"When you break it fourth in the Weslern 
Football Omference, meet 
f i r s t .p lace  O l tawa Rough 
Riders of the Eastern  
Football Conference in an 
interlocking game. 
The Lions are  in a must- 
• win situation because they 
trail third-place Calgary 
Stampeders by five points in 
the chase for the third and 
final playoff berth in Ihe 
conference. Calgary plays 
Sunday in Hamilton against 
the Tiger-Cats. 
In other weekend ,,ames. 
• Toronto Argonaul pzay the 
Alouettes on Sa nruay in 
Montreal and Winnipeg Blue 
BomberB meet Saskat- 
chewan Roughriders ,n 
Sunday in Regina. 
Charuk, 24, says he's 
changed his lifestyle con- 
siderably since joining the 
Lions in 1977 in a multi- 
player irade which senl 
Wayne Smith Io T,rt~nto. 
" In  Toronto I'd be t,ul 
downtown every night," he 
says. *'Not anymore-I've 
settled own. 
"I just bought a house... I 
• like this city. l l ike the land- degree in psychulogy and cenlre in place ,f D.nn 
Flyers strike fast, 
pounce on Penquins 
PHILADELPHIA tAP) - 
Paul Holmgren started the 
Philadelphia scoring only 55 
seconds into the game and 
the  Flyers went on to 
register a 3-1 National 
Hockey League win Thur- 
sday night over Pittsburgh 
Peqguins. 
Htdmgren took a pass from 
centre Bobby Clarke behind 
the Penguins defence and 
fired it over the shoulder of 
Pittsburgh netminder Denis 
Herron from 15 feet out. 
Rick MacLeish made it 2-0 
at 8:16 of the second period 
on a power-play goal, 
stopping defencemen Behn 
Wilson's h,I from the right 
point and backhanding the 
puck into the net, 
Greg Malone brought 
Pittsburgh to within a goal 
with 3:51 to play with a 
power-play score, but Flyers 
rookie Danny Lucas scored 
his first NHL goal at 17:44 
for insurance. 
The loss extended Pitts- 
burgh's winlesB Btreak at the 
Spectrum to ten games (0-9- 
1) since January 20, 1974. 
The Penguins now are 
wiulass in five games and in 
last place in the Norris 
division while Philadelphia 
bettered its mark to 2-1-1 in 
the Patrick Division. 
"1 L NHL STANDINGS 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
Wales Conference Campbell Conterence 
Norris Division Patrick Division 
W k T F A P Atlanta 2 0 2 21 12 6 
Montreal 3 I 0 14 9 6 Phlla 2 1 1 11 S S 
Detroit 1 2 2 13 15 d Rangers 1 0 3 12 9 S 
Washington I 2 1 12 15 3 Islanders 2 1 I 17 16 4 
Los Angeles I 2 0 10 9 2 
Pittsburgh O 4 1 8 19 1 I~ 
Smvthe Division 
Chicago 2 0 2 17 11 6 
Adams Dlvislofl Vancouver 2 2 1 27 24 5 
BOSton 3 0 1 19 10 7 St. LOUIS 2' 2 0 19 24 4 
Toronto 3 2 O 17 14 6 Colorado O 4 O 7 25 0 
Buffalo 2 2 1 10 9 5 
Minnesota 1 3 0 13 18 2 
Thuraday  Results Tonight 's  Games 
Detroit 2 NY Rangers 2 
Philadelphia 3 Pittsburgh 1 Montreal at Atlanta 
Chicago 6 Minnesota 2 ' Los Angeles at Washington 
Buffalo 1 Toronto 0 Boston at Vancouver 
CaR QO I[! 
You can build 
permanent , 
smn  
mtowalls, floom 
and ceil ie  e
fi ebooklets on 
STYROFOAM*aM 
brand emulation 
at your local 
aealeraml see 
howea ..i,tis to
mt the hRnmst 
of home li'eating! 
DOW CHEMICAL OF CANADA, LIMITED 
' ~ Id  d The Oem (.~¢ld (em~Jt~ 
scape, the ocean, tall trees. 
M,st of all, I like the way 
people think, their energy." 
Charuk talks about foot- 
ball-playing wide receiver, 
espec ia l l y - in  a lmost  
passionate tones, much like 
a gifted musician. The 
former Acadia University 
star thinks a lot about his 
profession. 
"I lay awake at night and 
think about running pass 
patterns," he say& "I run 
each ,ne in my head, over 
and over again. 
"Then when I go to sleep, l 
actually dream about than~. 
When you've done something 
s~ vften in your mind, it 
becomes easy to gp oat and 
d .  it for real." 
Charuk's 50 catches ranke 
him fifth in the conference. 
His average gain is 15.6 
yards and he's caught four 
iouehuwn passes. 
His backup, ironically, is 
Young. the 12-year veteran 
fr.m Queen's University 
who caught his club-record 
63 passes six years ago. 
Young now is used as a 
reserve, mainly at tight end 
.n passing downs. 
Charuk. who had his head 
shaven by team-mate Lar ry  
Uueck when he arr ived in 
Vanc,uver  last year. now 
sp ins  a beard  and full head 
. f  bushy hair. He has a 
says he's wrapped up in the Smith. 
concept of "receiver men- 
lality." 
"It's different from tither 
pos i t ions . . ,  a world unto 
itself," he adds. "There's 
subleties to it you w,uldD't 
believe. 
"I've got a long stride 
(he's five-fool-10), which is. 
really deceptive. And rye 
got a good change of pace. I
can mesmerize a guy into 
Ihinking I'm going slow, IheB 
dart pasl him." 
Charuk credits part of his 
maturity to the coaching of 
Vic Rapp and the throwing of 
quarlerback Jerry Tagge. 
Tagge and Charuk com- 
bined for a key touchdown 
against Ouawa in an 
exhibition game this season 
when Ihe Lions scored twice 
in the last minute to defeat 
the R.ugh Riders. Tagge last 
year hit Y,tmg with a touch- 
ddown pass ~Jn Ihe final play of 
ihe game as B..C. came from 
behind io win the inter- 
locking game 27-24 in OI- 
lawa. 
The Riders will make 
IhreB changes in their 
slarl ing lineup. C.aeh 
Geroge Brancalo has put 
J,hn Glasford al 'oufside 
linebacker in place -f R.n 
F,  xx, Ra3, H,ney al ,f- 
fensive I ackie in place ~Jf Jeff 
Turc.lte and D.ug McGee at 
F.xx tlas a pulled thigh 
muscle and likely will be re- 
placed ,n the rosier by 
imporl defensive tackle John 
Anderson,  whi le  Turcot te  
and Smith are IO be rested 
because of recurr ing in- 
juries. 
All weekend games will be 
leleeast: Ottawa-B.C..n the 
CTV national network at 8 
p.m. PDT; Tvronfo- 
M,,ntx eal on the CTV easter't 
network al 2 p.m. EDT; 
Calgary-Hamilton on the 
CBC national network at 2 
p.m EDT; and Wirmipeg- 
Saskalchewan on the CTV 
western network at 3 p.m. 
CST. 
Edmonton Eskimos, with 
firsl place .,sured in the 
WFC, are not scheduled. 
I )~?Fi level noise. You can't see it or fe~ 
s one of the worst hazards of the 
I: lace. Where possible, employers shc 
control it at its source. In the meantim  
i's up to you to wear proper 
I learing p.rotedion. Otherwise 
your heanng may become 
more and more impaired. And 
l qat damage will be permanent. 
Protect yourself. Darting now. 
UJORKERS cOmPENSATION BOARD ~u~= 
5255 Heather Street, Vancouver, B.C. VSZ 3L8, Telephone 266-0211, Telex 04-507765 
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DISTRIOT OF TERRAOE 
NI)TIOE OF ELEOTION 
PUBLIC NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN to the electors of the 
Ncmlcipelity of Terrace that I require me pres~ce of the said elect0cs at 
the Municipal Building, 3215 Eby Sh'eet, Terrace, B.C, on Monday, rite 
30th day of October 1978, at the hour of ten o'clock in the forenoon, for 1he 
ALCP~C ESTER of electing persons to represent them as: 
MAN (three) 1979.80 term; 
SCHOOL TRUSTEE (three) 19"/9.80 term. 
THE NODE OF NOMINATION OF CANDIDATES 5HALL BE AS 
FOLLOWS: C~ndidates tnall be nominated in writing by ~ duly 
qual fled elect(Is of the municipality. The nomination Paler shall be 
delivered to the Returning Officer at any time ~ the date of th s 
notice and noon of the day of nomination. The non, nation pa@er may be In 
the form pres~ibed in the/Vunicipal A¢1, and shall state the name, 
residence, and occupation of the berson nominated, in such a rt~-dner as 
to sufficiently Identify such candidate. ~ nomination paper shall be 
subscribed to by the candidate. 
IN THE EVENT OF A POLL BEING NECESSARY, such pell.will be 
opened at the Clarence N~chlel Elementary Sdlool Gymnasium, 3430 
Sparks Street, Terrace, Briti~ Celuntola, on 1be 181h day of ~ ,  
1978, ~ the hours of S:00 o'clock in the forenoon and 8:00 o clock In 
the afternoon, and Advance Polls will be h old at the NtmlciPal Building, 
3215 Eby Street, Terrace, British Columbla, be'Nveen the h ours Of 9:W 
o'clock in the formoon and 8:00 o'clock in the afternoon, on Monday, 
November 13th, 1978, and at Mils Nlemorial Hospital, 2711 Te~rl~JIt 
Street, Terrace, British Colurdola, between the hours of 4:00 o'clock In 
1he aftemam and 6:00 o'clock in the afternoon, on Friday, November 
17th, 19/8, of v~ich every person is hereby required to take notice and 
govern himself accordingly. 
GIVEN UNDER MY HAND at To'race, British Columbia, this ~ day of 
October, 1978. 
MA. N~edonald 
Returning Officer 
Page 8, The Herald, Friday, October 20. Iq7R 
Timbermen host Houston 
GOA D:N Luckies Sunday afternnoon 
By Chrls Porter , defenceman who opted, to would be sure to help the durin.gthec.on.test, andmust 
. . . . .  return to Victoria rather team immensely have been feeling somewhat 
. zne Terrace Tn_m~rmen's than play for the Timbermen o . ' . . . .  shell shocked afterward. 
nome o ner .[  the new ' nv h,,I ~ast season, Terrace 5 ~1.,~ ~'in¢_~ the whole pe won t help matters a...,, . - .  . w s " . . . . . . .  .~_ on 
! ~ i , ~ ! ! i i ~ ~ :  ~ i ! i ~ ~ i !  ~ ! !  ~al~a/~r~:ity a goodTimbermenmargin, 
ANDERSON ,,,~,o season wil l  be each Dale gunhner and entr in the PNWHI. a ......... ,,~h the 
the least bit shy 
- ,  tllOE ~ '~el heIPNYV~' asn?mt:°~ge'h" have both expressed interest ~°dm tnh~e Srteaa~t attempt wa' LTD. th . . . .  ,,, =,,,, = in trying to sign certain made to change the 
t~,u~l'~ 'o be~t -":]'he''I'im~ ~,mmercial ff~c_k.ey League situation. Team owners.hip 
~.T .  . . . . .  ,hL .,,~,o., . , . .  prayers tor the Timnermen, has since been transferred to
~.',~'f'f'~,~'slo'w"st'~t'~havin~ but it seems the players in coach Dale Kushner, and 
~,~.~i their first two re~ula~ question prefer to play in the while so far !t seems the 
~'cas,n starts at the hand'-s of Commercial League rather t.eam nann't lmprov_m, all 
than for the Timbermen. that much, at least Kusnner 
This is a decision reached by and Tim Madean are 
All listings subjocf :, e[~nge without ::tioe. 
umumumnmsmiinumuuumumn=,|==~, .;=:mmummmnnmnmmm|mmiunm|misnn 
SATURDAY 
KING 
(NBC) 
a 
Journey to 
Adventure 
King 
TV News 
Cont'd. 
Animal 
World 
n 
Wild 
Kingdom 
The Gong 
Show 
C.H.I.P.S. 
Co|I'd. 
Co|I'd, 
Cont'd. 
Movie 
'Rescue from 
Gilligan's Island' 
Contd. 
Sword of 
Justice 
Conl'd. 
Conl'd. 
King 
TV News 
Saturday Night 
Live 
Five Star Movie 
'Conquest of the 
L Planet of the Apes' 
5 p.m, to midnight 
CFTK 
(CBe.) 
NHL Hockey 
'Philadelphia at 
Toronto' 
! Con*'d. 
Coiit'd. 
Co|I'd. 
Co|I'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
! Cont'd. 
; Co|I'd. 
Sat. Night Movie 
2Harvest Home PI. 
C o n t ' d .  
Conl'd. 
C0nl'd. 
Co|i'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Conl'd. 
Cont'd. 
The National 
Nighl 
Final 
Con I'd. 
Late Show 
'The Swimmer' 
Con i'd. 
Co|i'd. 
=mmm~mm 
BCTV 
(CTV) 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
News 
Hour 
Co|i'd. 
Cont'd. 
Carter 
Country 
Apple 
Ple 
CFL Football 
'Ottawa at Van. 
couver' 
Co|I'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Ccnl'd. 
Coht'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
CTV 
News 
News Hour 
Final 
Late Show 
'Death Moon' 
Cont'd. 
. Co|I'd. 
KCTS 
(PB$) 
Evening at 
Symphony 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
,~ce Upon 
A Classic 
Julia 
Child 
N,',va 
Conl ." 
Cont'a. 
Cent's. 
I ,  ~ i l lmmwaml Jml i .m 
Wild, .,'~s 
Con' 
Spe( 
Conl' 
im Jmm,  o. . ,  , .~  
Cont'~ 
Cont'c 
Cont'd 
Co|I'd 
The R~/ 
West 
The Two 
Ran|leg 
.m~l=, . ,mm 
Sat. Nlge ~o'.'!~ 
'Slaughter.', tse 
Five" 
Conl'd. 
Co|I'd. 
Co|I'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
;,s 
6 :15 :30 :45 
8 
T 
d ImV 14s 
suaexv 
1 .L  
qB ;;~ 
v ;4s ! 
14s 
S ;0 1As 
15 
:30' 
NFL Football . 
'Oak land  at 
Seat tie' 
Cont'd. 
Co|I'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Co|i'd. 
Cant'd. 
WSU Football 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Meet 
The Press 
"KING , 
TV News 
Jack Patera 
Show 
How 
Come? 
World 
Of Disney 
Conl'd. 
Cant'd. 
Big Event 
'Hee Haw 10th. 
Anniversary 
Celebra t lon' 
Cont'd, 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd, 
Lifeline 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
"~ews 
Cont °d. 
Five Star Movie 
Conl'd. 
Days of Wine and 
Roses' 
Co|i'd. 
Cont'd. 
CFL Football 
'Ca lgary  vs 
Hamilton' 
Conf'd. 
100 Huntley 
Street 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Horst 
Koehler 
ounry 
Canada 
Hymn 
Sing 
Bugs 
Bunny 
Con I 'd. 
Cont'd. 
World of 
Disney 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
i e m i . l m . l i m m  
~achcombers 
Conl'd. 
Special 'Devil and 
Daniel Mouse' 
Mary 
Conl'd. 
Con t 'd. 
Con!'d. 
Co n t 'd. 
Cont'd. 
Co|I'd. 
'Chronicles of a 
Canadian Family' 
Con t 'd. 
The. 
National 
Nighl 
Final 
Late Show 
'Man from Ihe 
Diners' Club' 
Con t'd. 
Championship 
Stakes 
Co|I'd. 
Cont'd. 
CFL Football 
'Winn ipeg at 
Regina' 
Con t 'd. 
Cont'd. 
Conl'd. 
Con I'd. 
Con i'd. 
Cont'd. 
Con t'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Untamed 
World 
Q~estlon 
Period 
News 
Hour 
Co|I'd. 
Cant'd. 
Hardy 
Boys 
Co|I'd. 
Cant'd. 
Battlestar 
Galactlca 
Cont'd. 
! Cont'd. 
Kaz 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Con t'd. 
W-5 
Conl'd. 
Cont'd. 
Con I'd. 
CTV 
News 
News 
Hour Final 
Late Show 
'Mr. Quilt' 
Conl'd. 
Cont'd. 
Washington 
Week 
Wall Street 
Week 
Black 
Perspective 
Special 
Conl'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Grea I 
Performances 
Cont'd. 
Coni'd. 
2846 
Cont'd. 
Wilderness 
Cont'd. 
German 
Soccer 
Conl'd. 
Cont'd. 
The Long 
Search 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Tutankhamun's 
Egypt ., 
California 
Reich 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Maslerpiece 
Thea=re 
Cont'd. 
Con t'd, 
Rush 
Cont'd. 
Co|I'd. 
Conl°d. 
Newsworld 
Co|I'd. 
Co|I'd. 
Co|i'd. 
rate Show 
'New Avengers' 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
ELECTRIC SLOW COOKER 
12 i 
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Gordon and Anderson Ltd, 
® 
when it comes laying on 
some of that extra muscle. 
The Timbermen will need 
some bigger and stronger 
players if they are to avoid 
such setbacks in the future. 
The Timbermen can't do 
anything, however, without 
fan support. That revenue at 
Ihe gate is sorely needed. 
the PL'iq~¢ Rupert.AttOhm e Yuu~ Mr. hockey fan, are 
M.tor v,]ngs, a na helping more than you think 
Kitimat Winterhawks. when you come out to watch making a genuine attempt to 
rectify the situation. Time ihe games. In return, the 
will tell whether or not their Timbermen will do their best 
these players on their own, 
and I'm sure they each have 
their own personal reasons 
for not wanting to play for 
the Timbermen, but the 
aquisition of these players 
Smarting from these first 
tw. defeats, you can be sure 
the Timbermen will be out to 
c r.ve they aren't really as ad as they've l~ked so far. 
The loss of Bob Grant, a solid 
Special of the Week 
EVERY FRIDAY i SATURDAY 
~ l  Tlmberla ndi~'raller Park 
!1.4619 Oueensway 
635.9384 
AFTS 61FT SHOP 
OE n AM IO S..,M AO R AM E...JEWELLR 1[ 
i Brillo Frog & C[eaaser Mushroom 
SALE ST.95 Set. Reg. $10.95 
Shop Hours: 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Friday & Saturday 
Io see that you get top value 
for your hockey dollar in the 
way of fast, entertaining 
hvckey. 
Terrace Timbermen's 
next game is Sunday, 2 P.M. 
at the Terrace Arena. Ad- 
mission is $3.00 for adults, 
$1.50 for students, children 12 
and under get in free if they 
have their card. The game is 
sure to be an entertaining 
efforts will bear fruit. 
If the'rimbermen are to be 
competitive against teams 
like Prince Rupert, they will 
need at least two more solid 
defeneemen, a couple of high 
scoring forwards wouldn't 
hurt either. It's hard to tell 
for sure about the goalten- 
ding. October 8th's 13-3 
score against Prince Rupert 
may be somewhat one, as the Houston squad is 
misleading, as netminder having their problems as 
Harold Mucha faced 74 shots well. 
Blue Angels to 
set new trend 
ST. LOUIS (CP) -- The dome-for St. Louis Blues. 
National Football League's "We're just anuther way to 
cheerleaders have done get the crowd enthusiastic 
some pretty good headline- about hockey, to get the fans ' 
stealing from the players cheering and behind the 
this year. But there'll he no Blues," says Willenbring. 
such upstaging in the TheAngelsmayhavetheir 
National Hockey League. work cut out for them. The 
'.'The guys on ice are the Blues, once the proudest of 
show, the thing the people the NHL's six 1967 ex~ansio~l 
come to see," says Pam franchises, now are t~le.~. .I'
Willenbring, the general the league'sweakest ttan$~ 
manager of the Blue Angels, But they also are the n~bst 
the first organized promotion-minded. Hence" 
checrleading roup in the the Blue Angels, 
NHL. "We're not just c~ecrlea- 
The 16 girls do their 
thing--~m a wooden stage at ders," adds Wiilenbring. 
me end of the Checker- public relations workers. 
4606 Lazelle 636-6576 
Store Hours: 
Tues.-Sat. 9a.m.-S'3Op.m. 
Friday 9a.m.-9p.nl, 
skeena  
"The girls were hired as 
Their jobs, of course, include 
jazz dance and marching 
routines but they also make 
public appearances with 
players and probably will do 
commercials." 
The Blue Angels (their 
name was selected in a fans' 
contest) made their debut 
last Tuesday during the 
Blues' 8-6 triumph ow~r 
Vancouver Canucks. 
"We came out about five 
minutes before the game," 
says Sue Schaefer, one of the 
Angels. "The fans were 
unbelieveable; their reac- 
tion was beautiful. Before 
the game, while we were 
preparing, we heard a lot of 
comments, like 'Why do we 
need that?' People had been 
getting down on the Blues 
and I think we can help 
reverse that. 
"The players also were 
positive about us. The more 
enthusiasm, the better." 
One hundercd girls tried 
out for the cheerleading 
team, The group was cut to 
32, then eight St. Louis 
journalists selected the 
finalists. 
"The tryouts weren't hat 
rough, bet practising to get 
ready was," notes Angel 
Vieki Forbes, a journalism 
grad from Penn State. 
"Sometimes we'd go for 
three or four hours, trying to 
learn the dance routines. We 
go through extensive cho- 
reography programs to get 
the timing and the steps 
down. f think the hardest 
part is keeping your con- 
centration." 
And what of the fans' 
concentration? With 16 
pretty females parading 
through the arena or leading 
the cheers from their stage, 
can't the on.ice action 
become secondary in the 
viewers' eyes? 
"We're not there to show 
lots of skin and flash smiles 
and be sexpots or any of that 
like with the NFL girls," 
says Forbes. "Cheerleading 
is becoming a joke. We're 
not interested in Playboy" 
magazine." 
The Angels wear all white 
uniforms that Schaefer calls 
"conservative but catchy 
and classy." They do their 
checrleading throughout the 
gameand perform dance 
routines during the in- 
termissions. 
" I think this might set a 
trend in the NHL," says 
Schaefer, *'It's ftm, it gets 
people involved and 
everybody has a good time," 
Pare Martin, who choreo. 
graphs ome of the routines, 
0hinks image is important 
but performance and 
popularity will determine 
the success of the Angels. 
She also Ihinks being an 
Angel will involve a lot more 
than cheerleading. 
"Maybe we'll do some 
cumbers on the ice. Who 
kiaoWS?" 
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Hypnotist to .perform here 
throughout  the United States 
and Canada, including the 
Hawaiian Islands. Tour 
negotiations now include 
England, Europe and the 
Far East. 
His many varied concerts 
include feats of bending 
spoons, keys, nails, starting 
broken watches and melting 
metal by pure concentration 
vf his mind. However, he 
claims no supernatural 
powers and says that the 
supernatural is merely the 
natural not fully understood. 
Romane, who is presently 
in the midst of an 80-show 
tour and will be appearing at 
8:15 p.m. at the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre in Terrace on 
Saturday, Oct. 28th. 
Romane began his studies 
of the human mind over 20 
years ago. He claims that 
when you see his show you 
will see the greatest sen- 
sational mysteries ever 
attempted in this or any 
other age! Probing into 
mysteries of the mind, 
Romane has amassed one of He even reveals to the 
The w,rkcr . f  natural 
w,nders claims 90 per cent 
accuracy in his feats.f mind 
reading, clairw,yance and 
predictions. R~=maoe ven 
demonstrates his ability to 
control the numbers that will 
come up when dice are 
thrown. He is often seen in 
fair and exhibition parades 
driving a car while heavily 
blindfolded. Ineveryday life, 
I~e must wear glasses for 
vrdinary reading became he 
is near sighted. 
R~mane has been kn-wn to 
hypn, tize people .ver the 
telephone and even by 
sending letters with "hyp- 
n,dc messages". R, mane 
claims that he can hypnotize 
anyone and that while other 
hypnmisls ask 5¢ silence 
when hypn, tizing, R,mane 
is able to hypnotize ,utside 
with the roar of a fair or 
exhibition midway next to 
his stage. He says be has also 
hypnotized flowers and 
animals. 
m 
|m 
t~ 
audience the secrels ,,f self- 
hypnosis for greater c.mrol $5.00, Studems $3.50 in ad- 
of their mind. 'W~l'ff~e, and will als. be ,~n 
Tickets are available at sale m the d..r. 
• , ~ . . . .  ° . . .  . . . . . .  . • . . . . .  . ~, . . . .  . . . . .  . ~ ~ ~  . . . . . . . .  , o . -• . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  ° 
Sight and S.und,-- Adults" 
V' 
Y 
S 
,i 
the world's largest collec- ". " 
"°°s r h=rald s c,,o.l I hypnosis, extra-sensory TERHACE-KITIMAT . . " perception, mediums and l • on SECOND seances. He holds a B.A. / ~ l l , d L l i l l  ~,~.~%~. 624-2621 0r 624-3359 '~ (Honours) degree in / V ~ JU l  I M ,=omve.oN ,,,,,, w,,6,hs, _ j 
psychology. 
Romane has appeared on L ' MP '  = . - - ,  , -: . ,~'~ . "-~" ~" ".~mffii 
stage, radio and television ~ ,, 
Direct discs i"  ILAKE E "7 -MEXICAN " fda in l ia i l l~  
TORONTO (CP) -- Both the Deutsche 
Anyone who has visited a Grammophon and PhiHps 
record store in the last year classical record lines are ~l, THE PLACE FOR 
has probably noticed a new considered part of the super- 
range of record products, fi market, because of the WEDDING RECEPTIONS TERR CE TI BERMEN VS 
sperting hefty price tags and quality control minimums PRIVATE PARTIES HOUSTON LUCKIES Sun Oct. 22 2 
boldly-labelled Direct to set at the factory. BANQUETS p.m. at the Terrace Arena 
CATERING 
DANCING SPACE AVAILABLE 
Disc or PCM records. What 
they are, and what they 
sound like, however, remain 
something of a mystery to 
bargain conscious con- 
$umers ,  
Direct discs and PCMs 
(pulse code modulation) 
offer a superior dynamic 
range or fidelity to con- 
ventional record pressings. 
The direct disc eliminates 
the recording tape process, 
tra~mitting signals from 
the microphone and.or 
amplifiers directly through 
the mixing console to the 
cutting lathe, which cuts the 
master lacquer from which 
all recordings are made. 
The PCM system feeds the 
signal input on to digital 
tape, again offering superior 
reproduction to traditional 
analog tape and without any 
audible tape hiss common to 
the analog system. 
The two main negatives 
surfacing against direct 
discs are purely production 
problems. First is the 
limitation of pressings 
.possible from the metal 
master, a figure that can run  
aywhere from 5O,000 to 70,000 
copies. Because the metal 
master is the only record of 
the performance, once the 
groove characteristics start 
shifting on the metal master, 
distortion and eventual loss 
of the transcription occur. 
The second proSlem 
unique to the direct disc 
process is that once the 
performance starts and the 
lathe is cutting the master, 
there is no turning back. The 
perfomance is either as close 
to perfect as is humanly 
possible or the lacquer has to 
he scrapped. 
In both conventional 
analog and digital tape 
systems, the performance 
can stop and start at the flick 
of a button. 
Although most Toronto- 
based direct-disc shops, 
including Salisbury Lab 
And newer companies 
such as Mobile Fidelity 
Sound Lab in California re 
coming up with new twists to 
old standards. 
"Many of today's major 
pop album productions have 
outstanding sonic properties 
that are masked in the disc 
manufacturing process," 
says Brad Miller, co- 
principal of Mobile Fidelity. 
He has begun obtaining li- 
cences from such finns as 
Warners, ABC and London. 
HECTORS 
INTERNATIONAL CUISINE 
MON-SAT. 5 PM-  I I  PM 
IPSone &18-8141 
dH520 Lakoilw Av~ 
Modem,  5 movev,  firs= c lass mo(or  ho le l .  Good locat ion  - ! I~  I born  
beach ,  Eng l i sh  BaV and  Stan ley  PaJk.  ncar  downtowln ,  shopp ing  w i lh in  2 
b locks .  125 a t l rac t lve~ appo ln led  i J r - cond i l i oned  i 'ooms. MIx i Jo~ 
traits and sidleS - -  each  w i lh  p f lva le  ba lh .  co lor  ' IV  and  phone.  Ot f l k l~  
Room and Coffee Shop.  Lounge w i th  en lmadmmtmt .  Saanple  and  I t4ee lk~ 
ALREADY. A FEW MORE BASIC WORDS AND 
YOU ARE SET FOR A SUPER EVENING OF MEXICAN 
TRADITION AT THE BAVARIAN INN. 
APPEARING IN THE LOUNGE 
AND DINNING ROOM 
DIEGO ALCARAZ 
DINNER RESERVATIONS REQUESTED 
635-9161 
TERRACE BANTAMS VS 
K IT IMAT BANTAMS-- Fri. 8 p.m. -- 
Terrace Arena 
TERRACE PUPS VS K IT IMAT 1 
PUPS, Sat., 10 a.m.-- Terrace Arena 
t 
 o1=, 
aB Nwl. 1'O W. ~! 
Torra0o, i,0. i' 
Room0, Dwivc- ln ~ and b~ p ik ing .  
"VARIETY 78" 
Top Entertainment for th= Whnl= Famnlv 
October 19, 1978 
-if Records, Umbrella Records 
and Kiras Records, will : 
likely continue with the di- 
rect disc system for some 
time, the PCM system is 
gaining ground rapidly. 
Until this year, the PCM 
system was not popular : ~  -r,. ,~ .... "rh . . . . .  n~.,^ = . . . . . .  
among record producers 
specializing in the audiophile 
or high fidelity market. 
Digital tape systems had 
displeasing characteristics 
to the ear, such as fuzzy : 
highend signals. 
However, companies such 
as Denon and Orinda 
recently have released new 
recordings using the digital 
system that are hard to 
distinguish from a direct- 
,disc pressing. 
Although the majority of 
record buyers might not be 
willing to pay the $19 to $22 it 
costs for these records, other 
super-fi records are coming 
onto the market in in- 
creasing numbers at only $3 
to $4 more than commercial ~ nilt Fraser "The Amusimanla¢" 
releases, g E M LEE THEATRE g • • -I( 
-I( 
Phono AIh,  Park 
,v.nu. 
, xxleB   
IN TERRACE 
FRIDAY - 0OT. 27TH "k Special Business Lunch lla.m.-2p.m. 
TWO Shows at 7:00 P.M. and 9:00 P.M. ,~  Restaurant - Dining Room 
,~  Advance Tickets Available at Ev's Mens Wear : . . 
and Terrace Sight & Sound or at tne Uoor  Banquet Room openmg ]n near future 
Adults $5.00 Children, Students $3.00 Pleasant Atmosphere 
Sponsored By Northwest Loggers Association . ~  
~1 r 
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Birth rate declining 
WASHINGTON (AP) - -  
The world's population time 
bomb, expected to begin 
exploding in the l~lOs, may 
have been defused by birth 
control programs in some of 
the most populous countries. 
Chicago sociology 
"Only 10 years 
doomsday prophesizing 
called .for mass starvation, 
world chaos and possible 
world war by the year 2000," 
the report says. "If recent 
trends continue, the world 
population crisis appears 
resolvable." 
ago, sult, the authors estimate, in countries for family plan- 
148 countries the rate ning services by numerous 
dropped from 4.6 to 4.1births private foundations and 
per woman of child-bearing national organizations in the 
age in these seven years, developed world. 
Some 0f the most "As of the year 2000, less 
populated countries which than a fifth of the world's 
were viewed as seedbeds for population will be in the red 
I 
by Lance Stephens 
The first two article.s of this series spoke of the 
necessity for trust in any relationship to survive, 
and trust required honesty and dependability 
from the other to exist. There is a fourth element 
FROM TH E CHURCH, J 
We accept others valuation of ourselves. So 
when another is loyal to us, it says something 
very good about ourselves. 
Conversely when someone we trust is disloyal, 
it says something's wrong with us. The Biblical 
commandment against adultery refers to th is  professors Amy Ong Tsui populatiunexplosion, suchas danger circle of explosive required for relaflonshionships to survive. Thai 
and Donald Be@e, in a The report says that China, India, Indonesia and po~lation growth--2.1 per report released Wednesday, contrary to demographic Egypt, were showing centormoreannuaily,"says element is loyalty, truth. However, our society lays emphasis on 
write that in most developing predictions, the world's evidence of major and thereport, publiched by the Loyalty is an unpopular term today. It goes the physical act. The physical act is transitory, 
countries, birth rates have average rate of childbearing continuing fertility decline, Population Reference against the stream of self.awareness. It is not a even fleeting, the real damage is inward. How 
been declining faster than declined significantly bet- the authors ay. Bureau, a nonprofltresesrch right we can demand, and worst of all it smacks often have ministers heard the cry of the injured 
ex cted ween 1968 and 1975 As a re- , pe ~u. ~ ~ . ' ~ .  ~ .1~ They believe that a key organization specializing in of self-sacrifice. Yet, all of us need loyalty from party--he or she took off with so and so. What's 
~ : factor behind the fertility population trends. " decline has been family Thebureau estimates that another. When a man and woman stand up in wrong with me? 
planning movements in in197S the growth rate in less public and pledge their lifelong Loyalty is something we all require, it is a 
developing countries. By developed countries, which 
1976, 63 countries in the de- make up three-quarters of
~ ~  9~f~l~ 7 ~  ~ loyalty, ceremOnYcome hell or high water, to each other, basic in relationships. Loyalty ",s a right thai 
j~p~j~ ~ - the totalworld ulatl n it's called marriage. Each inwardly, realizes every husband.or wife can expect of the other, 
4= ,q~,v ,  .~ ~°rPlor~wnW°[lda~ii~/l;lUan~. ~ w, as.S..3p.ercent, w~.Phw.o~ tmha:;fb~l amr~  iamloP~trtt:,r~tet°h'n~:rh~:rethe~/ tphaten~V~Y t :hieldy p:neC~;aeXPxpCttf~r°o~ !h:iirr 
4720 LAKELSE AVE. PHONE 638-8111 ~ programs, oouole tim population in ' ears worthwhile If this seems strange to you, you to child But not blind loyalty. We can not nor : 
~ SHOWING AT  8 P ,M,  ~'1¢ almost'theY add that$1 billionth was1976 Y As a resdtof' the dechmng'" realize that" all of us establish our "=denhty" and should" not, expect those.l.oyal to usto a_P prove or . . . . .  
provided to developing ferti.b.'ty rates, ~.e auttho~an value by what others say we are. If someone, condone wrong.or STU.pio Denn~V~OvUr~sWn ~1; ~'i'~. 
preuict mat me . . . .  ,.,,,,,,~ r,,~n©'i'=n'H,J fslic "S we are dumb and should expect mem TO eta Y . .." 
* r ] population of the world will . . . .  ! . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . . .  z . . . . .  .- • " roblemSduraDillTyof life Withoutto me relaTion-l°yaITy ODTOBER 21 ~ _ be 58 billlon at the turn of stup,d , we are most likely to accept that ftculhes and p . . . .  - . . . . . . .  / , ~ ~  ~ /  the century, in, contrast to valuation. Experiments have shown that pupils there is no depth nor The Buddy Holly Story ~ • • " l theWorld Bank sprojection tend to live up to their teacher's expectations, ship. 
i ,,~./,4 J ./ of six billion and the United 
OCTOBER 22-24 Sidewnnder" ~ / ~/~r,~ ~ / Nation's projection of 6.3 A 7~T~]l]lr,/ ]i~f]ldCJIC / " " l billion." ~ .z v J~  ~r  U~r*'~L~,,~. 
l / ' ) .  J. - l The bureau estimates the _ _ _ _ • . i  1 • 1 
( ~ ~ . "  * world population as of mid- • OCTOBER ,5-28 The End. ~ [ V n , ] t h f ,  n i  ~ m c ] d e s  s t u d l e ( t  
~ "*  ~ " • ' " '" ' " • ' " " n't magazlneano co-,u~t ux=,== "Our optimistic prediction .m,  v ~,~.w.~. -=-  ~,.-,,.  ,,., v - .  . . . . . .  . ~. . . . . . .  ,,,,,.. "I( "I( .... ,.. ~ premised on a big. if--n,! OTTAWA (CP) -- Brenda proverbml .soapbox, but a great person. If,you do ' " howto be aired on 
" l -~ i i .~ ' .~f f i  I xaminy pmnning conunue s. bkinh testo et u onthe sometimes sne just can t do that, wno wdl? .. ,,.t .~ OCTOBER 21 .~ u ~iw. ' . '~ ,~o=' - i t  , Ra a g P - - -  heln it. A mother of tWO, p4s. ~.". . . . . . .  ': " . . . . . . . . . .  i ~ . . . -~ ,~!  / ******* - - *************  ~thor of a newly released Rabkin says the two years to De an aumor. "~--lish 
"~ "~ /'IP~I~:~L_~I.,PLAR~' 1 4( ~ . "= book on adolescent suicide she has spent researching A univers|ty fr=,e~P;n¢e 
' q / L r~ ~ ~ ~-~ B I1RE_t  entitled Gr°wing Up Dsad thor°pie- talking t° teen" teacher turneu - - 
.. ,, ~r~,enMos. Rt~btki~hif;rn~ o~vn lives, dtsc.ussmg the broadcaster, she f,ll~ 
gh ex erlence with their' broached the subject ell 
P dolescent suicide in II 
/ ! 4E  _ ,~=m ~ v m - -  , "1~ . . . . kn lh ,  ~n, , I  nnvs ica i lv~ . . . . . . . . . .  t.. t .^ . .  r~)werlul rome uu~u,,,~.,,,o;~ ODTOREn 21 PASSES ~ need to be ass.ured=both families, psychiatrists and a . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
, • = Hidden somewhere in the ~ ~a~,r !~ i~J : i~  ed'  t"at ;;'t:nasl~m~'dU~a~?2"=ar~ ~hneCdferfoCBC~ml~:r~ 
The Big Sleep • / VI/Iv~'WIII'WI/I/~I~I' ~J' l  .'F I • J ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  t;"k kids ueterm . Y.. - ma.azine A twoparagrapb 
** ** / ~ .... | : ~ ' , .,,u j= . . . . . . . .  oi to ~ow,,ove mere. .~ " " id the 
/ ' / "~ W Z they'll grow up," said the e'm'l~;'~;ssed'~'o hu" them number ufa@lescentsmq'~ ~, paper are two Tarreoe t, in front of Ihe TV and hope ~;*,~ni~,n,, , -,,;-ht have been article which sa . . . .  It s time to call your ." • . . '; ~ ttem ts had triple(; m the : ODTOBER 2 , -28  ~ n takers ,  a t t rac t |ve  33 year  old and lell them l love them. a p s arked her Welcome Wagon hostess. I .~- ~ phone  U ~ wiuni,',e, native in a recent . . . .  last 20 years p " ; I ,  ' ~ "1- v -  . OUt not now. ' est Lots Mohnlnger - 635.5309 I~  , ,1{ interview. Your kids have rater • 
I Find them, and t Y Y '¢ to be a p . . . . . . . . .  to Maclean s Jaws 2 ' ~ ~ " "foneis ours ouve rioriw vouhaveto Ms. Rabkin--now a con- The documentary won her -k Evelyn Anweller 635.5571 ~ won. . ; tell them. 'l hwe you. you're trnbutnng editor an ACTRA award m.1.9~.. 
4~ j ~ I I~  Pick up your tickets at the Herald 4¢ . After enc~hinCr '~ ~ 
******************************* k ~ ~ ~ office! 3212 Kalum St. , 'E I~cc~"c~ofession to tad 
about what makes a 15-yesr- 
t~su lm ~l l l l l~d l~ l l  Joldwant to eadhig'life, Ms. 
A T T E H 0  ln l~  L I n u n u ~  JRabkin was overwhelmed 
. . . . . . . . .  Iwith the public response. 
I "There was obviously a 
OF YOUR OHOIOE • 'd 
Ithe topic and since I /Uplands Baptist Churc Ineed(°rw'derdiscussmn°n 
l,pened the whule can of 
]worms 1 felt a moral 
Pastor Bob Leayk iobligation to carry the thing 
I t'.e 
. . 63,4328 .... THIS SUNDAY A collection of first-personl 
,: ; Corner of NallJwoll and. R, Thomas , ;, .:~ :;; =., ." vignettesfin.which~Lile te o~ 
":~"~:" " ~ . . . . . .  agers tell their uwn stories 
.~  9:45 a.m. Bible Teaching . I .  ~ nterspersed with comments 
Sunday School / " ~ rom their friends, families 
11:00 a.m. Morning Worship Service ~ ~ md counsellors, it is almost direct extension of the 
/Zio]Zaon BapOtnst Churehh  7"30p m Singing and BibleStudY,  tud,es /C ] '~r~ " , ~ , ~ ~  ,did d~umentary. re  Wednesda'yg:00 Home B" S , stint .Reformed Chu The teen-agars speak fur 
. . . .  ~ " Y e u  Are Wolcomeat Uplands '  / " ' = Strnt and Straume Avenue ~.themseives, with relatively / Corner Sparks ann. Re#h ~ - . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~parK~u. .~, raum.= .vans= >J  "ttleauthor.c°mment from the 
. Pastor Paul Mohnlnger ~ "~.  ReverendS, Van Daalen / I' "If in writing this book l
300 / ~ Sunday School - Terrace ,0: 00 a.m. / Ihave betrayed a bias 
Office 636-2407 Home 636-6  unday School- Remo 1:00 p.m. / the introduction, "I have no 
rebuttal. 
rnin Worshi ]'l:00'a.m ~ "The many teen-agers in 
o g P ' ' " the book--who are its true 
4726 Lazelle Avenue 636-9019 
authors--have demonstrated 
that, at least for me, such a 
bias is justified." 
Most of the stories are told 
by teen-agars who attempted 
suicide, were saved, and 
later found reason to live. 
One-third of the book deals 
with a 15-year-old boy-- 
identified as Peter Walker-- 
~vho didn't make it. He is 
depicted as an intelligent, 
athletic boy who was 
growing up in a family that 
cared. Some of the infor- 
mation was taken from 
journals he had hidden under 
his bed for publication after 
his death. 
"I included Peter's story 
because it was so tragic," 
she says. "What a wasted 
life! No 15-year-old should be 
able to take his owe life. 
"More often for teen-suers 
than for adults, suicide is a 
i 
Sunday Services- 10:00 a.m. 
Sunday School. Adults Discussion. / 
" ~ =  11:00 a.m. - Holy Communion for the family ~ "  "~ 
Me,star:  Reverend Lance Stephens-635-5055 J . . . . .  , _ _ AL  . . . .  
" / Mennonite Brethren Church 
= / SALVATION Pastor Dwayne oarKmin / 
DAY MASSES 9:00 a.m. / AR~I Waish Avenue ~ ~ 10:00a.m. Sunday School _ . / "  
l; 105p.mm. 11:00a.m. Family Worship Service 
7:30p.m. Evanglistic Salvation Meeting Weloomee [coping mechanism--the 
TUESDAY NIGHT Jfinal attempt o cope with~ 
7:30 p.m. Bible Study and Prayer Meeting TOU TO Jproblems which have 
Ioverwhelmed them--the 
WEDNESDAY Worship Ifinid attempt o get someone 
7:30 p.m. Ladies Home League Fellowship liD notice they're having 
/ Jblems. 
'Seventy per cent of 
~ SATURDAY ~ / . Iproblems. 
J | ~ ~ m'lnOT" i ~_H~~ J ''Sevent 
" ~  7'30 p m Youth Group ~ ~ i. 
' " '" ' Ilin adolescent suicide attempts Christian Counse g eke place in the home while KNOX UNITED i)HUROH if re - ~  Emergency We a i I TU  IPPI A M ~MI  113 ne parents are there. 
4907 Lazelle Avonue ~ SpirilualResources ~ unn io  I l ay  l I l rn r ts l  ve  =v , ,v , ,  ~ I ",Theydont reallywant o 
635 5446 or 635 2626 . I~ '5446 r  -2626 Oornor Sparkl Street and Park Avenue ~ J~e. 
Minister Reverend Dave Uadyn RevereM hit  Noetorud DS§-§OB' /1  R~mh~ 
Sunday School / ~ .  Morning Service11:00a.m. / n .,,.~v.,,-,=j,,=..,.=. 
Senior 12andup10:00a.m. / _ _ _ ~ ~n~iS /mmt ' ion  / i ' t~o=1~=,¢ :~= 
H,,.4o. lO 11.nn~m / f"~ l I I  i r"~f'~ l l ~ d~'~f"~r~ ~ 5unday~nOOl, l.orllurm.diluli ~ ILsJL~tOJl.Jl.i~11~O 
Y l l y ~ l  l i  " i l eVV- - l  * S S " 
vice 11 00a m Youthand Adult Clas e ~ W o r s h i p S e r  : . . / ~r ' /u r l l , , / r - /  t , , , / / -  i,,~/ t,,,/ / . /  -~    s s / .SUNNYMEAD, 
~ tAP) 
Calif. 
- -  A B-52 bomber 
crashed into a field shortly 3341 River Drive Terrasep R,C. B31kl0111 - - - -  . . . . . .  l after takingoff from nearby 
: March Air Force Base 
Reverend R,L ,  White 'i TimrsdaY,six crew members.killing five of the 
!~ The eight-engine craft was 
" on a routine training flight 
Sunday School 10:00 a.m 5,r Strategic Air Command 
Reverend R.L. White ~ and carried no nuclear or 
~ V  
Morning Worship 11:00a.m. ~ :.'~ 
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m. 
"~=.~S er vice Wednesday 7:30 ~,~,# ~ 
conventional weapons, said 
Capt. Carl Rossman, a U.S. 
Air Force spokesman. 
L3 The injured crew member 
was reported in stable 
condition at the base 
hospil al. 
. + . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  . . 
/ :  
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HARDWARE STORES 
gORDON 
AND 
ANDERSON 
T,V, GUIDE 
All listings subjeot to ohange without notice, 
llllllmlllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
FRIDAY 5 p,m. to midnight 
~11 KING 
(NBC) 
CFTK 
(CB~.) 
Mary Tyler 
Moore 
HourglasS, 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Flying 
High 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Laverne 8, 
Shirley 
All In 
The Family 
Front Page 
Challenge 
Tommy Hunter 
BCTV 
(CTV) 
6 Million 
Dollar ~an 
News 
Hour 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Downright 
Disco 
Circus 
Cont'd. 
Denny 
And Marie 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Rockford 
I 
KCTS 
(PBS) 
Mi~ (,r 
Roqers 
Elnc'ric 
Company 
Growing 
Years 
Dick 
Cave. 
MacNeil 
Lehrer 
Crocket's 
Garden 
Washinq,on 
Week 
Wall S' 
Week 
Masterpiece 
i 
~4s 
Carol 
Burnett 
News . 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Conl'd. 
Seattle 
Tonight 
Hollywood 
Squares 
Waverly 
Wonders 
Who's 
Watching Kids 
Rockford 
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The l ight s ide of the world 
PERTH, Australia (AP) -- 
Piano dealer Laurie Shor- 
tland made heads turn when 
l)e marched into t he 
Beauforl Slreel courts 
Wednesday carrying a 
lavatory d.or. 
Tim dtu,r--.r rather Ihe 
Royal Command 
just turned 
40 
Celebrate onight. 
cheque made out on the back 
,,f the do.r--was payment 
htr a Sunday-trading fine. 
The clerk of courts had to 
be n~lified before the door 
could be accepted, 
Shordand was pr~ttes;ing 
against Sunday trading laws 
which prevent licensed 
dealers from opening when 
they wish. 
"I think that if somebody 
wants ~o spend a lot of money 
,n a plan. or some other big 
piece of furniture then mum, 
dad and the kids should have 
a chance to see it together," 
he said. 
TEHD|R CALL 
Storm Drainage, 
Sanitary Sewers, 
Siteworks 
Hays Vale Mebile Home 
Strata Subdivision 
Prinoe Rupert, B.C. 
Sealed tenders marked "Hays Vale Tender" will be 
received up to 2:00 P.M. local time, November 3, 1978, 
and those available will be opened in public at: 
Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing 
Coastal Region 
404 - 3960 Q~adra Street 
Victoria, B.C. VHX 4A3 
Work involves the storm drainage • combination of 
ditch and pipe system, sewer pump station drains, 
remedial work to existing system, rip rap and elec. 
trical works in accordance with specifications. 
Tender forms with envelopes, plans, specifications, 
conditions of tender can be obtained from the Ministry 
of Municipal Affairs and Housing, Regional Office, 404, 
3960 Quadra Street, Victoria, B.C. (telephone 479.8288), 
or Klohn Leonoff Consultants Lid., 10180 Shellbrldge 
Way, Richmond, B.C., VGX 2W7, (telephone 273.0311), 
for a fee of $25.00 between the hours of 8:30 a.m..4:30 
p.m., Monday to Friday, except holidays. 
Cheques or money orders shall be made payable !o the 
Minister of Finance. No such purchases are rerun. 
dable. 
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be ac- 
cepted. 
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) 
- -  While some Harvard 
Business School graduates 
are trying to land on the good 
side uf today's business 
executives, two maverick 
entrepreneurs are trying to 
• get on their backsides. 
Seat-of-the-Pants Manage- 
ment Ine., the brainchild of 
Jeff Hall, 26, and George 
Rohr, 24, has persuaded 
some of the country's finest 
stores to sell underwear 
emblazuned with stock 
listings and packed in a 
cardboard "briefsease." 
Just the thing, the two June 
raduates from Harvard 
usines School say, for the 
tycoon who has everything. 
This week or next, the un. 
likely product will be on the 
shelves of about 400 clothing 
stores and 500 gift shops 
across the country, selling 
for $8,50 to $9 a pair. 
SHREVEPORT, La. (AP) 
- -  Three men who tried to 
break into a lodge shouldn't 
have tr ied so close to 
Halloween--and at the 
witching hour yet. 
Pol ice said the three 
forced open a back door at 
the Odd Fellows Lodge here, 
piled several items on the 
flo~r, then went upstairs, 
where a casket with a 
skeleton inside had been set 
up in anticipation of a Hal- 
loween meeting. 
Investigators said the 
three were so frightened that 
they dropped several pieces 
of booty into a pile at the 
dour and then ran through a 
plate glass window to get 
out. 
J.L. Jousert, who works 
nearby, said he heard a 
crash and saw two men drive 
off in a fast.moving ear, 
hotly pursued by a third man 
who was runmng as fast as 
he could. 
II L, ,  u,i 
: 15 Files Country Files Theatre 
:30 Conl'd, Cont'd, Cont'd. Cont'd. Province of ] l~f l l  
: 45 Cont'd, Cont'd. Cent'd. Cont'd. ' 40o:. II Bdt i sh  Co lumbia  r re t [  
Mysteries Cont'd. Justice Conl'd. T/ce praa~l  size! Ministry of Municipal Affairs 
Cont'd. Cont'd. Cont'd. Cinema' and Housing t i t '  ][1_ 
• Canachan Park & Tdford / | ;45 Cont'd. Cont'd. Cont'd. kC O'st'llez'es' Lid ' Vanc°uvet" Canada J I 
4:00  News The CTV Sound,,age Honourable Hugh A. Curtis, Minister sellout 
1 :15 Cont'd. National News Cont'd. 
. :30 Tonight Night News Hour co.,,,, nil' Bus[ness i!l "="'" +_o,. i :45 Show Final Final ~ , Cont'd. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: position leader Dave Barrett i:~ • ':."~ said Thursday Premier Bill 
~1~ :00 Cont'd. Kojak Late Show Late Movie Bennett is selling out to the 
AP '  :15 Cont'd. Cont'd. 'Island in 'Bless The Beasts Liberal party. 
i ~"  :30 Cont'd. Cont'd. the Sun' and Children' ~i 'The fact is that he has 
, , -  :4G Cont'd. Cont'd. Cont'd. Con,'d. I iil " ~  got  I , s ted  ,n  our  i~ i downtown,been eapturedright.wtngby the 
'O RBA IIAON :M ~?~$ I~T!Lr ~? ,~?  q i!  biberal elite''' Barrett said SATURDAY ~ 10 a.m. to § p.m. , in an interview. "They no
~ party, and he is desperate to 
, AUR P il find some contact with those 
~!i . . longer have a Social Credit 
II , III ~ .no Superstar Peanu,~ George Studio ~::: --.--.:~.-." 
| I :'~ Variety Hour & Popcorn Cont'd. See l DIAL.AN-ORDER 632-3683 ; 0 Cont'd. To Be Kldstuff Frees' vie Barrett was replying to an , q ll p ; 35 Cont'd. Announced Cont'd. Cont'd. mi i !  ~ TERRACE VETERINARY CENTRE 635.3300 ill grass roots again." attack by Bennett, who told 
I II :00 :abulous To Be C0nt'd. Growing the Social Credit party's 
:15 Funnies Announced Cont'd. Years ~ ~  ~r~ $KOGLUNO HOTSPRING$ 798-2:121 annual convention in Van- 
:30 Baggy Pants Circle Show Coned. 7W'~ I V ~uver that the New 
& Nitwits Square BIz Cont'd. OLI'S PLACE. 798.2231 Democratic Party has suld 
'2:° Listed 
out the principles of of its 
:00 Vegetable CBC Sports McGowan Survival predecessor, the Cu- 
:15 Soup II Special & Co. Skills PETS BEAUTIFUL- 635.9251 
: Treasures 'Ca n. Rug by Discover Cinematic Eye ,~fat ive Commonwealth Here/ --r=,o. (+,,o,.,. l : Unlimited Champ.' Cont'd. Cont'd. Free - for ONE month courtesy of THE power. 
:00 Sportsworld Cont'd. The War Cont'd. DALLY  HERALD Bennett said the Social 
am 6 3 6 " 6 3 6 7  Credit party, not the NDP, is :15 Special Cont'd. Years Cont'd. the party of the people. :30 'Boxing' Cont'd. Cont'd. Cont'd. 
I : 45 Cont'd. Cont'd. Conl'd. Cont'd.. If yOU wish your  Business Phone notBarrettservingsaidthethe pr mi rpublic byiS
• Cont'd. 100 Huntley Journal Cont'd. l isted for  your customers please call hiding in a hotel attacking 
i~  Cont'd. Street International Cont'd. him. 
:30 Great Cont'd. Flower Daniel 
:45 Amer. Game Cont'd. Spot , Foe or. MD. 
11~ iExplorers Cont'd. All S,ar Maqic nf 
Conl'd. Cont'd. Wres+ling Oil Painting 
Saturday Movie Inside Cont'd. Tutankhamun's • 
145~ 'Madison Avenue' Track iCont 'd .  , +'  
t :00 Cont'd. Who's Watching Wide World Firln.cl 
: Cont'd. Kids Of Sports Line ! 
45 Cont'd. Reach for Cont'd. • Cont'd. 
Cont'd. The Top Conl'd, Conl'd. ~:.i:~: "+" 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I  IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIl|W|llg||B|mUl||lmmmlll||l|l|mB|| | | | l l  .... !~::: !: !. 
• ."Le Creuset Ware is heat) while others are / i  i : :  i: ili! ....... :::=~ :~iiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiii 
imported from France. lined with tan enamel ..... 
LE  CREUSET It's made of cast-iron, ( for  roasting, sim- ~ . . . .  
which is famous for mering or cooking over " ~': : ~:: +' 
gradually and evenly all Le Creuset cooking )i : 
(a necessity for surfaces are made to :.i i::'i!~i 
'on is coated with and Drug Ad-I ::::i:;~! 
lyheat.resistant, ministration and by! ~:~i~i~i~i!:i:i?~iiill ~!ii! ~ i:::: ii 
nd-hard viireous the B.S.I. iilii: i: ~ii + 
/ ~t utensils are linings prevent foodl :::/ :l.i~l~t~MfftStEN ~" .~.+,.. ; ~vith a dull black f rom sticking and  :.., +. . ....... .~1 (for frying or make the utensils very ! ~  ...... ~.....: , .............. !i 
ing over high easy to clean." i ~  ~ ' :~ l J  ':~ " 
Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll' +"P' '+ "' " ":!!::.:..+::: 
6ordon and Anderson Lid i ....... ' 
: I+ :+L .  , . . . . . .  . . . .  
........... . . . . . . .  O ®  
4606 Lazelle Ave,, Terrace + ................ + 
. P.h, 636-6676. THAT'S MORE LIKE IT. Store Hours. Tun,- Sat, 9 a,m.-6.30 p,m, VISA 
Friday 9 a.m,-9 p.m. CLOSED MONDAY 
II HI 
,4 
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Technology changes 
posing some hazards 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  Rite "The fact that there are ~t feasible to have a govern incubators which are 
O'Reilly died last year at figures 'to say that up to 30 ment or regulatotT agency relatively stable in d~ign. 
Riverside Hospital after a 
cancerous tumor was 
removed from her breast. 
A coroner's inquest found 
Mrs. O'Reilly, 39, died from 
brain damage due to lack of 
oxygen because of a 
de fect ive  anesthet i c  
machine, 
Although a federal bureau 
of medical devices was 
estabwished in 1974 to guard 
against unsafe devices in 
Canadian hospitals, health 
officials remain concerned 
about the effects of rapidly 
growing medical technology. 
Dr. At K. Dasupta, bureau 
director, says there are 
more than 250,000 different 
kinds uf devices on the 
market in Canada. 
"St, there is a tremendous 
amount of concern on behalf 
of those who have to use the 
devices. It is also true there 
are a lot of devices on the 
market which simply don't 
work and it's true there are a 
lot which are unnecessarily 
hazardous." 
In its last quarterly report, 
the health protection branch 
reported 12 defective 
medical devices recalled or 
banned from sale or use 
from late December, 19'r/, to 
April this year. 
per cent may nut be 
adequate is ample proof that 
there is need to improve the 
situation." 
The branch has the 
authority under the F(,~d and 
Drugs Act to control the 
importation, manufacture, 
distribution and sale of 
medical devices. 
Products are generally re- 
called voluntarily by 
rnanufaelurers or banned for 
sale by the health depart- 
ment when it is suspected a 
device may he hazardous to 
health, fails to conform to 
manufacturers claims or 
d,esn'l meet performanoe 
standards. 
"We get concerns fed to us 
on the average of one per day 
abbul defects," says 
DasGupta. - 
And since nearly 90 per 
cent of medical devices are 
imported, largely from the 
United States, manufac- 
turers and distributors must 
have ~est results on medical 
devices available in Canada 
before products can be sold. 
But. the bureau dues not 
test devices before they gu 
on ihe market here. 
"The testing of the device 
to see that it works is the 
responsibility of the person 
lesting other people's 
products and saying they are 
OK. Can you imagine the 
cos~ of that?" 
In the case of the 
anesthetic macldne, Ihe 
device was banned for sate 
after the defect was 
discovered. 
Nearly 3,000 hosphals 
were quickly notified of the 
danger by the branch and the 
manufacturer followed suit 
by sending warnings to 
customers about the 
machine's defect. 
Unfortunately for the 
O'Reilly family, the machine 
was not modified until after 
a death had occurred. 
The bureau does not say 
how a device can be im- 
proved and the manufac- 
turer returned twice before a 
modified design was ac- 
cepted. 
"It's not our function to tell 
them because we're not the 
manufaeturer's designer," 
says DasGupta. "But when 
I'm talking with an engineer 
add I know what's wrong, 
I'm certainly not going to 
say 'I know but 1 won't tell 
you.'" 
Manufacturers of about 50 
classes of devices were 
asked to revise their 
labelling last year because 
But the bureau prefers to 
use standards sparingly, as a 
last resort, if ~here have 
been repeated prublems with 
defects. 
"They are not necessarily 
the last instrument for 
controlling the safety of a 
product because they freeze 
technology and they are 
expensive," DasGupta says. 
With rapidly advancing 
medical eehnology and the 
increasing number of 
revised and new devices 
coming out each year, the 
bureau allows such product.s 
to enter Canada for what is 
called pre-market review. 
DasGupta says all 
scientific data available are 
reviewed and if there is a 
potential behefit for a large 
segment of the population 
such products as prolong- 
wear contact lenses can be 
used by physicians who must 
carefully watch the patient's 
reactions. 
The health protection 
branch, in co-operation with 
the Canadian Association of 
Manufacturers of Medical 
Devices and the Canadian 
Medical and Biologieal 
Eng ineer ing  Soc ie ty ,  
recently held a second work- 
shop in Toronto to discuss 
p,ssible new standards, cost DasGupta says studies 
from the United States how who is making it or selling the information was simply effects andvarious issues 
that roughly 30 per cent of it," he says. untrue or inadequate, cuncerning medical devices. 
medical devices in hospitals "He claims that his Mandatory standards have ' There must be commu- 
may not be up to par. No product can do these things been applied to a limited nicatiou among the three for 
such studies have been done and he has to stand behind number of devices including effec=ive inleraction," 
in Canada. his claims. We do not believe condoms, hearing aids and DasGupta says. 
It's an 'Indian Summer' 
but there it's spring 
SYDNEY, Australia (CP) 
When it's autumn in 
Sydney and Australians are 
basking in 28-degree tern. 
peratures, they. call it Indian 
summer. 
That sounds familiar 
enough to North Americans, 
except that it happens in 
Aqril. The real Australian 
summer starts in November. 
Everywhere you go by 
water or land, people are 
outdoors-- surfing, sailing, 
water.skiing, swimming 
topless or nude or bikinied 
according to local rules, 
playing tennis, gardening, 
lawn bowling or golfing, 
There are 80 golf courses in 
the area. 
From the water, Sydney is 
a stunning city. Ships glide 
under the Harbour Bridge, 
juining North and South 
Sydney in a single arch span 
carrying eight lanes of 
traffic. The Sydney Opera 
House, by the water's edge, 
looks like a galleon in full 
sail. 
One learns from a tourist 
guide that the harbor has 
1,OOO bays, leo inlets, 30 
surfing beaches "and hun- 
dreds of other beaches. 
The view from the harbor 
resembles Vancouver but 
with hills instead of moun- 
lains, palm trees instead ~f 
Douglas firs and some 320 
days of sunshine a year. 
The waterfront is a series 
of marinas, yacht clubs ahd 
beaches and expensive man- 
sions climb the cliffs. Swim- 
ming pools are dug into the 
shoreline, yachts ride at 
anchor and some boats are 
encased in blue plastic bags 
to avoid barnacles. Inland, 
tall buildings and church 
spires soar above redtiled 
roofs. 
S~,me old neighborhoods 
have survived from the days 
when Sydney was a 
roistering seaport. 
The Rocks is where!the 
firsl sbiploads of eon~'icts "~ 
landed in 1778 and is called 
the birthplace of Australia. 
They cleared land, put up 
shelters and later built 
cottages and government 
buildings from stone cut 
from the hills. 
In this century, the 
buildings became taverns, 
• brothels, hovels and gam- 
bling joints, many of which 
disappeared tomake way for 
Ihe Harl~,ur Bridge and an 
expressway• But in 1970 a 
redevelopment authority 
was set up to preserve what 
was left of The R~¢ks. 
R~ughly too late Georgian 
and Victorian buildings have 
been restored with their 
cobbled courtyards, slate 
roofs, handmade bricks and specialty sh,ps selling pot- 
big gas lamps. Some have tery and a variely ,f ,ther 
become restaurants and crafts. 
. . . .  Whata 
a 
aprice makes. 
"11_. 
for at 
TERRACE HONDA S 
4912 Hwv. 16 Terrace, B.C. VDG IL8 
638-8171 - Dealer Licence 02066A 
~OZ~D~ Test drivea Honda today. 
| T 
Carpet & Drapery Service 
- Sheers- Lined Drapes 
• Insulated drapes- Drape rods 
• ' h 
T Ready.made drapes in 
I all popular sizes. 
s Indoo¢-Outdoo¢ , 
M Shags, Loops, Twist, Carload' Freezer 
A Sculptured ,~ale e ¢u... sv9. 
T ~ Wehave - - - -  - -  12 CO. ft. $299. 
S ,1~,~ Scotch Guarded ,,: c¢.. n: ::~: 
~ Carpeting I =,~ .~.a~=~u "'i:3 col ft. s~e9 
" L IGU lnM~.~n J Fadory  Servic 
.... - - .  i = ,a i ]~ '.~'< included 
~m . ~'~' - - lL J - - , ,e - -  : ' ~ - %~ " DELIVERY 
When quality matters. *" \ ':;~.;¢; TERRACE & 
Z..,kt ' "  K,TIMAT 
Be, I() :~,,,lh,.r~ AREA 
IO/:tM,:mLt F'h ~,~1 44P}% 
THIS  
GRAND 
OPENING 
WILL HEL 
YOU. . .  
b, 
I ...GET A 
"BITE" 
ON 
INFLATION 
Look for our flyer in this 
Tuesday. October 24th. 
' d 
,..+ 
L ° °  /o°rr b gst° 
rhen starting Wednesday, Oct( 25th look to your new K mart in the Skeena Mall. We've got 
south water ng values on everything from name brand appliances to family fashions.., just 
vailing to be snapped up by hungry bargain hunters! 
IN THE SKEENA MALL 
NEAREST THING TO A L IFET IME*  ENGINE I ! I 
(Reduces the frictional wear-and-tear that causes you to "trade in" every few years). 
HEW T.M.T. HOT "PLATES" THE INSIDES OF YOUR 
EHGIE wgg A 50.000 MILl PgOItCTIVE ga Pont 
TelleR* COATIHGi 
*Res, U,S. Pat• Office for ' 
Du Pont's fluorcarbon resins. 
WHAT IS TMT? 
TMT ts a superconcentrated hqu~d for- 
mulahon mcorporahng Du Pont TEFLON;. 
the same chemical compound that went to 
the Moon m the lunar vehicle engmes When 
TMT rs added to an engine crankcase, this 
key mgredlent instantly goes to work aga,nst 
the No One Cause of poor gas mileage. 
sluggish performance, h,oh operating tem- 
peratures.and mechamcal breakdown, frrc. 
henna drag• 
But unless you're a chemical engineer. 
right nowyou're more interested in what TMT 
does than how =t does it So here ~t ~s. rn a 
nutshell 
TMT IS FAST ~ There's nothing compl,cated 
about usrng TMT -a  12-year-old kid could do 
it in less than 60seconds and not even gel 
h,s hands dirty 0 
TMT IS PERMANENT ~ It's an engine treat- 
ment. not an od treatment Just one single 
"r)l~hcahon Is all it takes to permanently pro- 
t~ct your engine, for as long as you own your 
car l  
TMT IS SAFE ~ We've put our money where 
our  mouth  is on  th i s  w i th  a $1 ,000,000 
Product Lmbddy Policy issued by a nationally 
famous insurance company* 
TMT IS EFFECTIVE* Effectwe'tor any car. 
truck, or other veh ic le -whether  d's th,e 
years model or one thars 15 years old* Pro- 
tects and preserves new engines 'bghtens 
up" and reluvenates old ones~ 
TMT tS GUARANTEED r Every TMT Treat- 
ment sold carries with it the strongest, most 
iron-clad Guarantee we could think OP-- 
O GUARANTEED Better gas mileage 
more mdes from every tankful or 
money back m fulP 
O GUARANTEED Less oil burning long• 
er periods before "topping off' or 
money back *n full' 
e GUARANTEED Smoother englneperfor- 
mance less stallmg and rough ~dt*ng 
or money back m fulP 
l GUARANTEED Increased horsepower 
and higher compression more zip and 
accelerahon or money back m rulP / 
e GUARANTEED Longer engme life / 
fewer repair bdls (espec,ally lot costly 
nng and p*slon lobs) or money bac~ m 
fulP " / 
• GUARANTEED All  Ihose important  
money-sawng benefits no matter how 
long you own your vehicle or money 
back ,n IuIP 
In view of the many possible sawngs and 
benehts c,ted above, what do you suppose 
any vehmcle owner or operalor would gladly 
pay for a On?-hme permanent treatment of 
TMT~ $50 00 "~ $100 00'~ MORE'~ 
Well. hsten to th~s The establ,shed retail 
prfce of TMT *s only $14 951 That s rlqht only 
$14 95--a hny mveslment hat Cou=d possibly 
pay dself back dozens of t*mes over .n say- 
rags on gas. od. and repair bolls Fantashc 
FACT ' The cost of owning and operating any vehicle--car, bus, track, you 
name It--has gone eim/ght through Ihe ceUlngl The cost of DeaDline and o117 UP! 
The payments demanded by dkllied (and not-so-skilled) mechsnics? UPI The 
prlcetags on new cars and trucks? UP! Irs positively sickening--and Ire going to gel 
worse before it gets any belled 
I 
[O ALMGUIST WORLD FAMOUS AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEER REPORTS ON T.M.T. TEFLON TREATMENT, 
*'The active Chorales Insred ent in "T M T"  has '*And once "T.M.T.'* has been added to In en- 
• ~n,elal affinity for metal which causes" it to sine-positive results can be seen threu|h the 
Zpl'art~';;'an~l"adh~re t 9 all,exp.osed fr!ctlon .sur• enperlenced and trained eyes of even the most 
faces. Po ymers attract more polymers re a re!ore skil eo or mechanics. They w II notice • decided 
thickness wh!ch means a 'control ed' bu.llo.up increase !n .compression readings- which Indl. 
occurs around worn surracesj wn cn accounts mr cares that p~ston and rin~ seal have Improved. 
the numerous user.reports or reduced 'blow.by" a An iocrease in idle r,p.m, s will also be detect. 
increased compression read rigs, and reduced Oil able due to the reduced friction after s few 
consumption! hundred miles of "T.M,T," "plating", 
"And in order to effect a permanent t ceatment.t , CONCLUSION: Not only is 'T.M.T.' easy to use 
you simply add "T,M,T," to the cranecase Oil (it should ~ke 30:seconds at the most for sddlns 
through the oil filler hole (so,easy-that even a permanent treatment)- but its results can be 
a chad can do it)-preferably after the online seen even under the careful scrutiny of any 
has reached norms operat nk temperature. The mechanic! The benefits that can be expected with 
online should then be run Tar a minimum of "T.M,T." in the enuine-are aa follows: In- 
thirty minutes, n order to make sure that all creased Gas Milesue.-Increased Horsepower-Lees 
friction surfaces are "plated", Only eight ounces 011 Consumption - Less Wear On Internal Parla - 
are required for the average passenier car or Reduced Emissions-Lower Operstin| Tempers. 
small truck engine, turas - Easier Cold Weather Starts!" 
New that yah're heard from the expert ,. .  listen te tke raves sf ordinary drivers. 
THE RESULTS PEOPLE HAVE ROTTEN ARE SO SENSATIONAL, WE CAN'T PRINT THEM. THAT'S 
WNY WE'VE *'BLEEPED" THEM OUT OF THESE ACTUAL CUSTOMER LETTERS... 
(Once you've put r,M,T, in your vehicle, you'll be filling in the nlures yourselfl, 
Motorcycle Racer 
. sets more powerl 
"As an enRineering student and 
racer, I was interested In what 
T•M.T would do tn a tenth mile 
speed test, 
A series of runs from e standlns 
start showed that our E.T, (Elapsed 
Time) was reduced by XX a second 
after T.M.T was added to the fuel 
mix in my 125 c:c. Kawasaki Me. 
torcrass racing motorcyce, 
As a student of engineering this 
proved that T.M.r reduced friction 
and ,noreased power," 
K.O. - Recer 
"Bad Deft' becomes 
"Good neat" •ith "T.M.T." 
"i've tried gas savers, pills, new 
filters, engine treatments, etc. My 
friend told me about a product 
that his father had Just tested for 
his fleet Of trucks and I'm sure 
you guessed it was T,M,T. 
My mileage has gone from XX to 
an unbelievably astoundinu XX, My 
father, who is a car mechanic 
told me it's Impossible but I've 
kept exact records on my last four 
tankfuls and have proven the old 
saylnj that even fathers can be 
wrong. Of course he probably 
won't admit it until he uses the 
TMT in his car that I'm livlns him 
as a present." --R.W, 
Auto Much~le 
recommends "T.M,T"! 
"1 am an Auto Mechanic and I 
drive a '67 Ceddy~ sad t was us: 
in[[ n lot of sas In the city and 
on the highways, I was settlnS 14 
miles to the gallon but now. since 
I've been using"T.M.T" I pick up 
XX gal lons in the c i ty -end  XX p l .  
Ions on the highway, SO t know 
you PeDDle have e Rood product 
and I will recommend it.'* 
Mr, ILT.II. 
I 
F ILL  OUT AND MAIL  NO-R ISK  COUPON- -TODAY!  
ONLY TW0 TO A CUSTOMER, DUE TO OVERWHELMING DEMAND. (FIRST COME. FIRST SERVE), 
Enclosed is r-I cheque or [ ]  money order 
I"1 one at $14.95 [ ]  two at $26.95 
Name: 
Address: 
City: Prey.: _ P.C, 
FOREST LAWN DISTRIBUTORS 
P.O. Box 550, Stat,on J, Calgary,'AIberta. T2A 4X8 
? 
t 
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Diane Von Furstenberg Designs for Wafts and - -  
DECORATING BECOMES AS EASY AS DRESSING 
The biggest news in home 
furnishings these days 'has 
got to be the entry of big- 
name fashion designers into 
the field. They,ve brought a 
fresh eye and a special sense 
of color and pattern - -  and 
sparked our own senses with 
a whole new range of dec- 
orating m.aterials. 
are old-fashioned, romarltic 
florals - -  lilies of the valley, 
tulips, chintz looks - -  that 
will remind you of that 
country house you've al- 
ways dreamed of, or re- 
membered. With these pat- 
So, she planned colors 
that would make people 
look good and feel good - -  
and bring out the best in 
their furnishings. There are 
flattering new colors like 
peach, pink, pastel b lue -  
and colors that are beauti- 
fully neutral. You'll see deli- 
cate grays, soft pebble 
colors, beiges and browns-- 
a whole wardrobe of pat- 
terns that will go with any- 
thing - -  including each 
other. In fact, you can mix 
and match as easily as you 
would with separates. 
To see these beautiful new 
wallcoverings- all, by the 
way, of long-lasting, fabric- 
backed vinyl - -  all you have 
to do is walk into the near. 
est wallcovering store, and 
ask for the "Diane Von Fur- 
stenberg for Wall-Tax" 
book. Look, compare, try 
out different combinations 
of patterns and colors, then 
close your eye s and picture 
your room - -  with ~alls 
dressed in their ne~ fall 
wardrobe! ~" 
furniture. And now, the 
newest area of all is in - -  
wallcoverings. In fact, one 
of the most famous names in 
fashion led the parade when 
Diane Von Furstenberg 
joined forces with the 
makers of Wall-Tax wall- 
coverings to produc~ a 
whole book of wallcovering 
designs. 
terns, you can create your 
fashion name means hetty- 
teAry design that's just too 
DECORATING, COUNTRY STYLE, t; never out of date - and ~t's also one of chic for words - -  then you 
the freshest deas around. Metiow. warm and easy to hve wtth. Ws easy to put don't know Diane. The pat- 
together, too Use s~mple matenais hke wood, straw, w~cker, pottery - and terns she's designed for 
tie them all together w~th a wallcovermg that creates a garden mood - hke Wa[l-Tex are so downoto- 
0uane Von Furstenberg's "Herb Garden" from a brand new collectton of Wall- earth and easy to live with. 
Tex wall.covenngs. 't' 
A Fast Jam Session: 
I f  you have a microwave 
oven. you can cook jams and 
jellies from fresh berries in 
only seven or eight minutes. 
Use only enough berries and 
sugar for one jar or con- 
tainer at a time, as the cook- 
ing time in a microwave 
oven is less for smaller 
amounts. The jam can be 
stored in the refrigerator for 
up to one month without 
adding pectin. 
they're almost like old make-up - -  it lets you make 
Earl)' American Folklore friends. For example, there 
Our forefathers gave their 
youngsters a few elderber- 
ties before bedtime, in the 
belief that t~e fruit would 
prevent bed-we!tAng. 
American Indian Cooker)': 
Elderberry scads were 
used in various ways by the 
American Ind ians. . .  the) 
were fried, used in salads. 
and for seasoning. 
ONE GREAT FABRIC used for wallcovering, draperies and winUowst~aOes, 
lends authority to a small room and helps tt seem more spacious. "Cho.Chu 
San", a flower and grille print on 100% Belgmn linen, transforms this cozy sit- 
ting room-I- 
McCOLL  i . . . . .  
REAL:, EIS'IATE.' :SERVICES: 
- .  A.J. McCOLL~i;i(NOt'grY~ Public) 
3239-AI: ': K AgU M)~!i!: STREE 
i~llilllllliliilill•illililililililiiliillnlilm :~'~ i~ .~ " ~l 
Im  ,tm II --.r Im.mAnln lmimlM O  llmun 'ira '. ~ ~  -' =...LJ 'm,m 
R ALTY LTD,. il "! 1R I I I tn  I mi lk  I - mi n n :_- 
='  " P3t~v living. Large Investment property or S ~ ; ¢ ~ ' ~  Home on acreage with 
, .vv. . . . ,  =. • d home on 5 acres close to live In hal,. Side.by-side this new split levelis rea y subdivision possibilities. 
town. House only 3 years duplex, two bedroom, Lobe lived in while interior Has 3 bedrooms, fireplace, 
old requires a little fireplace and basement, and exterior finishing is full basement. A second 
finishing. Excellent buy for located dose to downtown . done. Many special smaller home on same 
m handy man with large and schools. Asking $64,500 features make this home property rented. 2t/, acres 
I l l ~ ~ l J  . . . . .  , .  pri~pd in mid and censldering offers. Call worth viewing. Call Murlel could provide 10 building 
I 1 ~ ~  3934 K IRBY  ROAD • . .  ; vs;;~t~;~ 'Call'l=rank Kelly. for information, lots. For more details call 
_m~i ;~ l rc~ ~. . .==~ Beautifully treed Iot backing onlo tnountalnstoe . ,  , • ~ " - ~ -,,,,,,,=~ ,, I Horse or Christel, MLS 
- 'n[]¢ II ~i . *~ [] wilh small creek along Ihe back makes a pic. ~= . . . . . .  ~L'"  ¢ ' . ' .~ I~ i ~ _ :  .~ ..... ~ / , J  
~=PBJ -1 , .~ .__ .~_ . . ,m=~ Iuresque selling for Ihe 12 x 68 Safeway Ntanor • 1~1~ 1 ~  ff " ' ~ . . :" "r "1 : • 
• ~ j J ~ ~ ~  with 12 x 24 addition and a sundeck. Enquire SOD • ' ":~=,,,,~.~;/'~.qll~b.~. _ ~ '- 
• about this one third acre Asking only $24 000 • ~ ~ 'g~lr - '~  ~ '~. . .  , = ~ I " 
• 3560 NEWELL • . . . . . .  m ' .., ,~=, :~;~ :':':~ :~ "~- -  ~ d , _ ~  Revenue Property. Duplex 
• K I hlona racivelenasca ed~ c , " * . . . . .  -- Extremely nice12 x 56 n g It t p a re tuiu, Tenceo, ~ . . . . .  i , ~ ; i ~ %  r . . . .  ~ ~. . . . .  nd nl~a 'di~'"  '~ ' t  in ~d k~eatlon on t/= acre 
• on a qulel street. Fridge and slove new one year ago. Musl be seen to be ~ : • '~t-~.,r,~:/.÷~..?=~.!.,...:][ -:.,,,,,v-.,-,,. -:~-, - - -  .:-. . . .  -: y - - :  ==--~ _~ 
• . . . . . .  ' - t -d Phone lode- for up-ointment to view Exc 987 " Modern 3 bedroom home, aescrloe InlS nome w0rn a Otlane, aoeoroomson each 
• opprt~.~o ¢ . • ~' " ' ' • ,'=" - -  ft 2 fifenlaces, fireplace, which is situated side, electric holt. Live in 
3992 FURLONG • . . . . .  ,4. ., r " t let the rental 
= Ar,ml,',nod5Ox24Premlerwlthaddltlonalfullbafhoff the masler bedroom. • situated on a large lot in on a large lot withgarden .one unl and . . . . .  
-- - '= - - -  ~ ea Asks  • area and sneo ~,rlce ot income pay on un~ • Treed lot with lots of good outbuildings, Including a double garage. Over '4 1 Uplands ar . " g 
• acre Areal bargain at $35 000and owner willing to dicker. Listed MLS ~999. • $4%500. For further in- S28,500 includes stove and property. $49,500. For an 
• 470$'GOULET AVE. ' • formation call HorsE or refrigerator. An excellent appointment.to .view call 
: Aneatandtidy3bedroomhomeonafullyfenac~ldlOtc~?set3~s0~)hOOEl~la~do;oa ; Christe,. "first" home. Call Muriel. , Horse or cnrisTe,, 
• paved street, a sundeck and a garden shed, o Y $ , . g • i ~ , i l~,, ,  
hi hratloflnanclngbesides, so call loday MLS3068. • g, . : . . . . . . . .  I Ideal 3 bedroom family L~B~BBI]MII~ ~__J, 
: 5~2 McDEEK • ' ln ree  oeorooms, nlgn " " . . . . .  ro m home, close to schools on 
[] ..,,,,o,,, re-d,, ,o ,,,,o ,c,,oo,,,r,,.. ,,v,n, ° I ,..r,, , , .d  ,,, . . , , ,n,  
I u lre • f i rep lace  and gelley KIT • " freplace, 13 x 2011vlng room, largecoveredpatiooverthecarpor.Enq" ' . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ; I $$~,o00. Call Horst or  ~ l l i  
t .  t I I corn .  RSKung ~:Y , :W.  ~, . lan for more in • now and have the final finishing touches done to your specifier 0one. On y El ":: . . . . . .  v . , , . .  I Christel - 
l formltion • S~e,S00, Exd. ~00. l .... " * 
home • A B. l,e Page T,imited Coast 1~ Coast Real EsLate Service el 
l • HelenO,bertson • I i r lKn  v r r lv l ;  nvvno  
635.3609 [] 
mm ' Stan Parker • - -T  | A 3 A I  63~,o3, • HORST 6DDLINSXI - S3'-li3OT 'ELL' SQUIRES 636 610 
m v m ~ v m  V I  Harry Sm.h =- MURIEL NULE - 635-2944 0HRIsTEL GODLINSKI - r, q5-5397 | BENINGS ,3, ,.,, • . . . . . . . . . . . .  . = . . . . . .  
• ' Jim Duffy • • 4611 MKELSE AVE, • 
330 cITY clENIrRE, I • ' Bob RI meester • P • 
KllrlMAT. B.C. I • ASK ABOUT OUR OTHER L IST INGS.  6353832 • 
• p.ONe e~=.etea 1 :llllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllm 
own country look wherever 4100000000000000000 J  
you are - -  and since many "\ DOUGLAS U 
First it was' sheets, then have companion fabrics, you ~ A a -~ i -~R~'~WtS l  Dan get an a,-over look. al- wdl '~ ~ ;"- . _ . , . _ .  - . . . . -  -1~l r . . . . . . . . . .  J, -~~,_E_~_~.- ,, , ~-,-~ 
1 
most instan,y  e - , ,  ,', ,..A,,,,,,,. " ' , " "  
lnthiscolleetionof25de- 41~1~'~ REALTY ~ 41 " t~~~2~l~a~'~L"  | 
whole range of easy natu- 
rals - -  motifs taken from 
rope, batik, bamboo, or 
shutters, plus some wonder- : " ~ ' i i l  : 3 b e d ~ ~ : i  . .~ l  
ful designs composed sAm- ~ ~ : i . .  : i  
dots.ply OfTheirripplinglookslines a dbe •~ DAVE ,qERRY632.4426 ~'Im' ~ J .Reducea .tot ~ulcl< :~ale..3 
If you think a high- can t I ~  bedroom homeoneonerete 
fresh, contemporary, mel- ,.,41 OFFICIAL BLOCK BROS. ASSOCIATE DEALERS 41 ~ ~  localed on ap- 
~ x l m a t e l y  1 acre of land, 
low. What'smor¢, Dianede- W XITIMAT -41  ~ s  and I on water and sewer 
signed some so small in 41 
scale that they work almost Q ~ e d  I va a i leble.  .Aluminum 
as textures on the wall! 41 J-35 Vis ta  Village • ~ 1  Iding exter ior,  Owner 
1727 Gyrfalcon (MLS) 41 ~ 1  x ious and wlll sell for Says Diane. "'A good at"  sso,000. S25,000. : 
wallcovering is like good = -$30 ,500 
)  
the most ofwhat you have." * 86 Swannell Street • Looking ,or a mobile home. We have a 12x68 fully 
furnished on pad In central trailer park. Excellent 41 41 O 52 Wren (MLS) - 839,800 I condition. TOOl shed. Asking $13,000 M.L.S. 
Snowbird lots selling fast 41 ~ 1  
; G-9 Vista Village _0 , • i~ '.. 
41 58 Clifford- Price Reduced • 
4) 30 Gander - $30,000 ~ r 
• 95 Stikine - $40,000 41 ' ~ 
3 % Acres  on  Lakelse Lake Large roomy home with ,/, 3 bedroom modular" home 
on large fenced lot. Lot 
41 87 Currie - $70,000 4t basement, on large rura! nicely treed and private. 
"= Why not call us to-o'ay 41 lot. Owner wil l  lOOk at Large garage workshop with concrete floor. Wired. 
for your free appraisel 2 trailers or lots as par t ia l [Good gerden areas and on 
• water  system. Built In 
. ~ payment .  Garage  china cabinet In dining M& 
IGHTMAN & SMITH REALTY ~ Douglas Channel ',Performs" ~ workshop - ,r idge and. "andarea" rPricefrldge.includes Stov: 
ATURE HOME OF  THE WEEK • We Offer Services in W 41 s,ove. Asking $40,000. reasonable at $32,900. 
0 APPGAISALS-PROPERTV MANAGEMENT ~0 ] Copperslde Estates - Rural residential lot. Irregular ~ shape 81~'~' frontage on CoppsoI-D er Road. Connection 
a split-level home in an attractive 41 LOT SALES - DEVELOPMENT ,o private water system available. Yours for ~,000. 
at a prime location. It boasts an 0 CANADA WIDE SERVICE 41 
ft. living room with glass front w_ REFERRAL 
ce, separate dining room, a good 41 MORTGAGES & RENTALS 7= 
itchen with a built.in Tappan range 41 V~'e're Number 3, we try harder w 
ree upstairs bedrooms. Total living ~0411041)041)04100QOAI)O041)41)~i 
is 1092 sq. ft. plus the half 
ent. Very well kept grounds with 
te patio, tool shed, fruit trees, fully 
':oT'Y "J' ';'o:7 O0 O0 " " g PP 
uaLL WIGHTMAN & SMITH REALTV 
DS§-03$1 FOR FURTHER .HAILS..  PARK AVENUE REALTY LTD. 
I 4619 PARK AVENUE, TERRACE, B,D, V8G 1V6 g / I /  
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TERRAOE DRUGS LTD. 
3201 Kalum 
t I 
036-1274 
Vitamins 
& 
Toys, Toys, Toys 
ERSON A i:ii,"i ii !i 
CLASSIFIED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less $2.00 per 
insertion. Over 20 words 5 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive In- 
sertions $1.50 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First insertion charged for 
whether un or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
nd has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
51.25 mailed. 
iiii 
Single Copy 
By Carrier 
By Carrier 
By Malt 
By Mall 
By Mail 
Senior Citizen 
Skeena Health Unit 
S U BSC R I PTION 3215-2 Eby Street 
RATES Terrace, B.C. 
635.6307 
Effective The following are a few of 
Odober  I ,  1977 the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
20¢ CHILD HEALTH CON- 
mth 3.00 FERENCES. 
year3&00 Held weekly at the Health 
3mth12.00 Unit every Tuesday from 
6mth22.00 1:30.3:50p.m. Please phone 
year40.00 for anappolntment. 
year 20.00 Held at Thornhlll 
Recreation Centre on the 
British Commonwealth and fourth Friday of every 
Unlted States of Amerlca one month from 1:30 - 3:30 p.m. 
year 51.00. Please phone for an ap. 
polntment; 
Box 399, Terrace, B .C .  Babysltters who bring 
V8G 2M9 children must have parents 
written consent for Ira- 
HOME DELIVERY munlzatlen. 
Terrace & District ADULT CLINICS 
Thornhlll&Dlstrict These are held at the 
Phone 635.6357 Health Unit on Monday, 
Wednesday and Frlday from 
3 - 4:10 p.m. by appointment 
only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held 
throughout he year at In- 
tervals for expectant 
parents. Phone the Health 
Unit for details and 
registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care In the home 
for those who need it on 
referral from their family 
doctor. Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
Box replies on "Hold" For 4 year old children. 
Instructions not picked up Held on third Monday of 
wlthln l0days of expiry of an every month. Develop.' 
advertisement will be mental, vision, hearing 
destroyed unless mailing screening done. Please 
Instructions are received, phone for appointment. 
Those answering Box PRENATAL BREATHING 
.Numbers are requested not & RELAXING EXERCISES' 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: The Herald reserves the 
Rates available upon right to classify ads under 
request, appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED determine page Iocetlon. 
RATE: The Herald reserves the 
22 cents per agate line., right to revise, edit, classify 
Minimum charge $5.00 per or reject any advertisement 
Insertion. and to retain any answers 
directed to thd Herald Box 
LEGAL - POLITICAL and Reply Service, and to repay 
TRANSI  ENT AD-  the customer the sum paid 
VERTISlNG: for the advertisement and 
$3.60 per column inch. box rental. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
1:00 p.m. day prior to 
publication day. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH 
WITH ORDER other ,than 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
to send originals 
documents to avoid loss: 
All claims of errors In 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It Is agreed by the ad. 
vertlser requesting space; 
that the liability of the. 
Herald In the event of failure 
~. rvice charge of ~.q0 on all to publish an advertisement S.F. cheques, or In the event of an error. 
~./Ippearlng In the ad. 
WED'DI'NG ..... DESCi i lP -  vertisement as published 
TIONS: 
No charge provided news 
submlffed within one month. 
$5.00 production charge for 
wedding and-or engagement 
pictures. News of weddings 
(write.ups) received one 
month or more after event 
$10.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Subject to 
condensation. Payable In 
advance. 
CLASSIF IED AN-  
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
Engagements 5.50 
Marriages 5.50 
Deaths 5.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
shall be l imited to the 
amount paid by the ad- 
vertiser for only one In. 
correct Insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the in. 
correct or omitted item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ed. 
vertlslng that discriminates 
against any parson because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his age Is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condition Is 
Justified by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
Involved. 
PHON E 635-6357 
Classified Advertising Dept.. 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 in the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
635.3747 or 635.3023. 
Ripe Relief 
Abortion Counselling 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
8384388 
TERRACE ART 
ASSOCIATION 
The Terrace Art Association 
Is holding a pro.Christmas 
Arts and Crafts sale on 
December 1 end 2. All those 
Inte, ested In partlclpetlng 
may write: Terrace Art 
Association, Box 82, 
Terrace, B.C. or phone Mary 
Walker, 635.6404; Julle 
Gellner, 635.6836 or Kay 
Ehses, 638.1403 for more 
Intormation. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothln'g, any household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone 
635.5320 or 635.5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift Shop 
on Lazelle Avenue on 
Saturdays between 11 a.m. 
and 3 p.m. Thank you. 
(nctfnt 
The Catholic Women's 
League v)ill be holding their 
Bazaar on November 4 af 
Veritas Hall. The previous 
date of October 20 has been 
cancelled not to Interfere 
with another Bazaar 
Everyone will be welcome at 
2 p.m. to 4 p.m. 
Rummage and Garage Sale 
to be held at Knox United 
Church on Saturday, October 
21, 1978 from 1O a.m. to 3 
p.m. 
Legion Ladles Aux. Annual 
Snowflake Bazaar Saturday, 
.October 28. 2 .4  p.m. Arena 
Banquet  Room.  
Dance to follow. Time: 9 • 1 
a.m. Music - Run Swan. 
Midnight munchies. Price 
S15 per couple. (1.8) 
Pregnant and In need of 
support? 
Call for help from Right.to. 
Life promoters: 
Lisa at 63S.3164 
Carol at 635.5136 
Janna at 635.4503 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating,' 
Call us at 635-2238 between 
8a.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
Skeena Valley Rebekah 
Lodge Fall Bazaar 
• Saturday, November 4 
In Elks Hall. 
Order of the Royal Purple 
will hold a Novelty Sale and 
Tea on Saturday, November 
10 from 1.4 p.m. at the Elks 
Hall. (no tfn) 
of Held every Monday at- 
• ternonn at 1 - 2 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
Held every Monday at 3:30 
or by appointment. 
SANITATION 
The'public health Inspectors 
are now situated In Eby 
Street. They wil l  be pleased ~ 
to assist with any sanitation 
problems.. 
SPEECH AND HEARING 
CLINIC 
Held at 4612 Grelg Avenue. 
Hearing tests will be done by 
referral from family doctor 
or community health nurse. 
638-1155. 
LONG TERM CARE 
Oftlce at No. 205.4721 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205.4721 
Lazelle. Tel. 635-9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabilitation done by 
consultant. 
SKEENACENTRE 
Skesna Centre offers to the 
Senior •Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thernhill area 
the follewing services: 
. Activity Centre for han- 
dicrafts 
Day care for working 
paople 
• Drop-in for companionship 
& coffee 
Monday thru Friday 0.4. 
Transportation available. 
Contact Skeenavlew Lodge. 
635.2265. 
CENTENNIAL CHRISTIAN 
SCHOOL holds tea and 
bazaar at the school, Sat. 
Nov. I1 from 2 p.m..8 p.m. 
For donations please phone 
835-9027. 
December 11 
BAKESALE 
4 p.m. at the Co-up. Proceeds 
for the Centennial Christian 
School. 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
Mills Memorial 
Hosp. Auxilary 
Annual 
Fall Bazaar & Tea 
coming 
Saturday, Oct. 21st 
Arena Banquet Room 
2 p.m. -- 4:30 p.m. 
(nc2-26) 
"Learn to Fly. Join Air' 
Cadets, Terrace Squadron Is 
accepting applications for. 
September. If you enjoy or 
think you would enjoy flying, 
rifle range, outdoor ac. 
tlvltles and are between 13.18 
years of age, please call: 
Mike Smith at 635.5036 or 
Bev Tasa at 635.7598 
A tea and bazaar will be held 
In Knox United Church on 
Saturday, December 2 from 
2 p,m. to 4:30 p.m. (nc.tM) 
Do You Feel You Have 
ADrinking Problem? There 
Is help 
Avallablel 
Phone 635.5636 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
Meetings: 
Mon.: 8:30 p.m. United 
Church 
Thurs. or Sat. 0':30 p.m. 
Mills Memorial Hospital. 
Sun. Breakfast Meeting. 10 
.to noon. Lakelse Hotel. 
TERRACE ART 
ASSOCIATION 
October 10.27 
The Terrace Art Association 
Is sponsoring a water colour 
exhibit "Discover Water- 
colours" at the Terrace 
Public Library Arts Room. 
Open during library hours. 
A Heather-Tartan Society is 
being formed with the in- 
terest of promoting Scottish 
cultural Interest and events. 
Interested parsons should 
contact Eleanor Halley at 
635.2456 as soon as possible. 
VARIETY '78 
Top variety family en- 
tertainment coming to 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre Oct. 
27th. Two Shows- 7 p.m. & 9 
NOTICE OF 
PLANS FOR 
ADOPTION PLACEMENT 
V incent  Theodore  
Erlckson formerly of Ft. St. 
James, B.C., and last known 
at Terrace, B.C., take notice 
that your child Richard 
Donald Erickson was made a 
permanent ward of the 
Superintendent of Child 
Welfare on April 20, 1976. 
Please take notice that the 
Superintendent now wishes 
1o proceed with adoption 
planning for this child. 
Should you wish further 
Information on this matter 
please contact the Ministry 
of Human Resources, Box 
220, Salmon Arm, B.C. (a03. 
20,23,24) 
CONCRETE SEPTIC 
TANKS PRE-KAST 
For immedlate delivery 
Septic System 
Specialists 
"Insist on the Best" 
p.m. featuring Cherry Hill PHONE 635.3939 
Show Band - -  two gals - -  SCHMITTYS EXCAVATING 
four guys - -  beautiful music. 
Plus Johnny Thorsen Banjo 
Express - -  Canada's 
foremost banjo artist --  plus 
Peter Rolston- "Puppefler", 
ventriloquist from CTV and 
Bill Fraser, Comedian - MC - 
the only man who can grow 
before your eyes. He's a top 
comedian and plays several 
instruments. He's a show In 
himself. 
It's family entertainment 
at Its best. Advance tickets 
available at Ev's, Sight & 
Sound, Kelly's. 
Adult S5.00 Children, 
Students $3.00 
LOGGERS 
The 11th Annual Convention 
of the North West Loggers 
Ass'n. is to take place Oct. 
27-28-29. This is your 
weekend. Come and loin in. 
There will be equipment 
displays, hospitality, safety 
conference, hospitality, 
pane l  d i scuss ions ,  
hospitality, food & refresh- 
ments, hospitality, top en- 
tertainment, hospitality, 
dining & dancing, 
hospitality. 
Don't miss it. Our 
associate members help 
sponsor the best convention 
and entertainment possible, 
and would like to Invite all 
loggers and their spouses to 
attend. So come and join in 
and enjoy - -  hospitality plus. 
Terrace St. Matthews' 
Anglican Church Women are 
having a Rummage Sale, 
Saturday, October 21 
from 10 a.m. to noon. (ncS. 
20) 
The Terrace St. Matthews' 
Anglican Church Women 
would like to announce their 
DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP 
Reconditioned bikes and 
repairs. Reasonable rates. 
1931 QulNmsway Dr. 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd lobs for the iobless. 
Phone 635-4535. 3238 Kalum.' 
SKEENA COLORS 
Residential 
Commercial Painting 
Phone 638.1835 
'(at4) 
p .  
RUPERT STEEL . & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
We buy copper, brass, all 
metals and hafferles. 
Location - Seal Cove 
Open till S p.m. Mon. to Sat. 
Phone 624.5639 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Wes Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
63$.3479anytlme 
(A J12) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Electrical and Refrigeration 
contract. 
House wiring. 
635.5876 (cff) 
SPORTSMEN'S 
BARBER SHOP 
Now Open Fridays til eight. 
Across from Post Office. 
3223 Emerson 
(a-06) 
Annual Christmas Bazaar. ' 
This wil l  be held on Full or part-time. Here is an 
NOVEMBER 25TH, 1978 at 
our church premises on 
Lazelle Avenue. Everyone is 
welcome. (ncS-20) 
JUDO 
Terrace Judo Club, Thornhill 
Elementary. Monday & 
Wednesdays - -  7 to 9:30 p.m. 
Instructors • Murray 
Bromley, 1st Degree Black 
Belt. Constable Errol Schell, 
RCMP, Blue Belt. 
For more information 
phone: Sherry Hill, 63S-2671 
after 6 p.m. (c10.27) 
opportunity to earn extra 
money, $6 - S8 per hour. 
Training Is available. For 
interviews call Joan - 638: 
8392anytime (Fuller Brush). 
(ctf) 
WANTED: Heavy duty 
mechanics with Cummins 
and Detroit Diesel ex- 
parlence for Vernon area. 
Apply at North Island 
Pacific Parts & Service 
Limited, 4114'- 24th Avenue, 
Vernon, B.C. V1T 1M2, 545. 
0424. (c10-n2) 
The Kltlmat Community CLERKMANAGER 
Arts Council Is sponsoring The District of Stewart 
the 6th Annual Arts & Craft solicits applications for the 
Fair on OCTOBER 20TH - -  new" position of Clerk 
City Centre Mall. Anyone Manager. The successful 
wishing more information, applicant will assume full 
please call Joanne charge of all municipal 
Monaghan - -  632.5544. departments including of- 
Youarelnvitedtocomel rice, public works and 
The Opening Ceremony will recreation facilities. Kindly 
be taking place on October apply in writing to the below 
28th --  10:00. Mayor George by October 23, 1978 and 
Thom will be present. (no) provide all pertinent data; 
Annual Sea Cadets including educational 
FLEAMARKET qualifications, work ex- 
will be held October 21, 19711 perlence and salary 
at the Hall on Konlgus frorn' requlremenls. 
100.m. to 12 noon. Donations Mayor lan McLeod 
of household Items and District of Stewart 
furniture would be ap- Box 460 
preclated. 632-3337, 632-3356, Stewart, B.C. V0T tW0 
632.3051 for pickup. Ad- (c3.6,13,201 
dltlonal shipment of ap. 
pllances. We have openings fur 
The Terrace Singles Club is telephone solicitors - -  must 
imving a dance-,~,eial on havepleasantvuice, Cali635. 
Saturday, October 28 at 9 4244. (eLf-019) 
p.m. - The Masonic Hall, 4917 
Lazelle. Music by Wolfgang Pizza Hut has a position open 
Scholz,f Kitimat. from 10 a.m. - 2 p.m., 
F,r information phone635- Monday to Friday. Apply in 
9649, 638-1093, 685.9349. (nc3- person only, between 1:30 
20) p.m. and 4 p.m. (a3.23) 
Sweet Sixteen requires part 
time sales girls during the 
day. Phone 635.7880. (c7.25) 
Two Vancouver bought 
wedding dresses for sale. 1 
size 10 - white. 1 size 12 . 
white. Please call 635.3651. 
(p10.25) 
Salvage Sale: One 1978 GMC 
4x41 ton crewcab. Located 
at Skeena Auto Metal, 
bearing B.C. LIc. No. 50.07. 
CK. Please contact Nor. 
thwest Adjustment Co. Ltd. 
at 635.7910 during business 
hours, for further In. 
- formatlon and method of 
5 ACRES with small house 
on the bench. Price $45,000. 
Phone 635.4453. (ctf-m,f) 
Wanted to Rent: Furnished 
suite or apartment for single 
working woman ASAP. 635- 
2808 after 6 p.m. (1)4-24) 
Wanted to Rent: by working 
couple with child. 2 bedroom 
abode. Phone 635-5722. (I)3- 
23) 
Require 3 bdrm. house 'or 
mobile home to rent Ira- 
.mediately. 635.6380 or 635- 
• 4066. Responsible party with 
excellent references. (tilt) 
submitting bids. (c3-20,23,24) - 
• We are looking for a house to 
Girl guide cookies for sale. rent by October 31. Doesn't 
Will deliver. 635.3553. 635- have to be In town. Please 
3260. 635-3294. (nc-tfn) call 635.6701 anytime. (c10. 
25) 
To buy or sell Avon call 
Mary, 635-2517. (ctf.04) 
Shimpo-West RK-2 Potters 
wheel. All wooden table, put 
together with bolts. Proctur- 
Silex electric ice cream 
freezer. 3 brush elec. floor 
lxllisher. Phone 635-4782. (1)3- 
2O) 
Retalior 
Office Space 
2 stores total of 2800 ft. Can 
be separated to 1400 ft. areas 
in choice location on Lazelle 
Shopping Centre, Terrace, 
B.C. 635-3576 or 255.1939 
Vancouver. Available Sept. 
1, 1978. (c)f) 
Contractor will do falling & 
skidding. Nothing too big or 
small. Phone 635.3831. (p3. 
24) 
Carpentry , handyman 
available. Small jobs 
des i red;  remodel l ing 
cement work, fix up. For 
information phone 635.3261, 
Richard Wiikersun. (c5-24) 
PRIME LOT-  Thornhlll 
District. Well and septic 
system. S10,000. Call Ed 
Carder - 956-4110 or write 
Box 020, Port McNelll, B.C. 
V0N 2R0. (F) 
I Spot CASH for usedJ 
furn i ture ,  household| 
items, guns etc. J 
Queensway Trading J 
3215 Kalum St. i 
638-1613 i 
(ctf-m,f) i 
i 
Clinton Minor 
Furnished or unfurnished 
studio or 1 bedroom 
apartments. Security 
enterphone. Sauna. 
635-3521 
630.1032 
i (ctf- f) 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Little Avenue 
S leep ing  rooms,  
housekeeping units, 
centrally located. Fully 
furnished. Reasonable 
rates by day or week. 
Non.drinkers only. Phone 
635.6611. (ctf.f) 
I i 
KEYSTONE COURT 
APARTMENTS 
Office No. 2 - 4603 Scott. 
One, two  and three 
bedroom apartments. 
Laundry & storage area. 
Near schools and 
downtown. Clean, quiet, 
spacious, security Iockup 
and patrol. 
Full time manager in 
residence. 
635-$224 
(ctf-f) 
| i 
Situated on Pohle Ave. Cozy 
starter or retirement home 
with extra lot. 2 bedrooms, 1 
bathroom, living room with 
sliding glass door to rear 
patio, dining area in kitchen 
and porch with laundry 
facilities, Electric heat 
House has new cedar siding I 
on exterior. Extra lot is 
subdivided and can be sold. 
separately. Asking $20,000 
for house & $10,000 for extra 
lot. Both are priced to sell as 
a package for $26,000. Firm. 
Call 635.2370 for appointment 
to view. (c18.31) 
FOR SALE BY OWNER 
Three bedroom house on 
large corner lot. Many 
features. Must be seen to be 
appreciated. For ap. 
polntment phone 632.2442 
days. 832.6728 evenings. (c 10- 
27) 
Business opportunit ies 
meeting. Earn extra money, 
meet new friends, become 
your own independent boss. 
No obligations. Come have a 
coffee, and give us your 
opinion. 
Place: Sandman Inn 
(basement). 
7:30 p.m. every Tuesday 
night. Ask for Corinne or 
Lyle. (c20.27) 
1974 Ford I/= ton pickup. 360 
motor, auto, radial tires, 
electronic Ignition. Phone 
635.9580 after 4. (c.th, F) 
For Sale: 1973 4x4 Jimmy. 
55,000 miles, good condition. 
$4,500. Phone 635-9083. (c6- 
27) 
1968 Chev Impala Super 
Sport..V-8- 327 eng. Good 
condition. 48,000 miles - 
$1,000 firm. 
1971 GMC PU. 34,000 miles. 
Excellent condition. • $2,500. 
Phone 635.3093. (I)2.23) 
1973 Chevelle with new 
engine. A.C., P.W., P.B., 
P.S. Low mileage on new 
engine. 635.3295 or view at 
• 21,47 Queensway. (c12-20) 
FOR SALE: 1973 Lauren. 
tlan. Phone 635.2940. (p5.20) 
1"974 Mazda RX3. Rotary 
engine, only 25,000 miles. 
Excellent condition. Four 
winter, all round radial fires 
included. Phone 835-2777. 
(p7.20) 
1973 Nova Hatchback custom 
350. 49,000 miles. After 
6 p.m. phone 635-2163. (c5-24) 
1969 Pontiac Parisienne in 
running condition. $300 OBO. 
After 6 p.m. phone 635-4010. 
(iz-23) 
1968 Ford :~z Ton P,U. 300 co. 
in., 4 s~1. 3,000 miles on 
rebuilt. Good condition. 
Phone 685-2733. (!Z-26) 
1974 Ford window van - 
$2,o00. 1972 Ford P.U, - 
$1,200. 1973 Mazda Wagon -
$1,100. Phone 635.6636. (c3- 
23) 
1974 Blazer 4 x 4 K5 Custom. 
27,000 miles. $4,500 OBO. 
Phone 635-9765. (03.23) 
Fur Sale: 1970 Lincoln 
Continental Mark III. Ex- 
cellent condition. Phone 632- 
6484. (c3-20) 
For Sale: 1966 Ford 1 Ton. 
Phone 638.1355. (pl.20) 
Rentor Purchase: 1972 12x68 
Paramount trailer with 
fireplace. Near stores and 
schools on private lot. Rent 
S255 per mo. with option 1o 
buy or purchase. $9,S00. 
Open to offers. Will carry 
second mortgage If 
necessary. Ph. (R2)762 
4612. Write Joe Rorke, Gen. 
Del., Winfield, B.C. (ctf-06) 
12x68 mobile home, 2 
b--throoms, 3 bedrooms. 
Completely or partly fur. 
nlshed, located close to 
schools.-2 room joey shack,. 
false fireplace. Full length, 
covered walkway. 635.4591. ~
(ctfn) 
For Rent: t2 x 68 three 
10drm. mobile home. ParUy 
furnished, located on the 
bench 2 miles from town, 
References please. Phone 
627-1115. Weekends 635-3264. 
(c5-24) 
FOR SALE OR LEASE 
12xS6 mobile home with 
12x56 addition on V~ acre 
landscaped lot with fruit 
trees and berry bushes. 3 
bdrms., utility rm., living 
rm. with fireplace, dining 
rw,, wall to wall carpet. 6' 
miles from town. Will sell or 
lease to reliable party. 
Phone 635-3271 after 5 p.m. 
(eft) 
i 
REPOSSESSEDAND 
NEW MOBILE HOMES 
No down payment O.A.C. 
Will fly you into Van. 
couver all expenses paid. 
Phone collect 437.4311 and 
ask for Mr. Starks. 
(a10.27oct) 
i 
MOBILE HOMES 
New mobile home,, 
from as low as $100.00 
down. O.A.C. 
Set up and delivered, 
trades welcome. 
Phone collect 591 
5105. 
(ctf) 
VEHICLESOR EQUIPMENT 
..AUCTION of surplus government vehicles & 
equipment Saturday, November 4111, 197g - -  10 A.M. 
.. Located Highway & Public Works Compound, Ospika 
and lath Ave., Prince George, B.C. 
.. List subject to additions & DELETIONS. 
12 Dump trucks with boxes - -  1968. 1973 models, 13 
Pickups !/2 T. and % T. - -  960 - 1974 models, 7 panels, 2 
vans -  1967 • 1972, 2 Graders, I Ford backhoe, 2 Rubber 
tired loaders, 6 Frink snowplows, Tailgate sanders, 
Welders, Drill press, Snewmobila, numerous misc. 
items. 
.. Viewing November 2 & 3-- 10 A.M.. 3 P.M. 
.. TERMS: Settlement in full sale day. Cash or cheque 
with a letter of credit from your bank. All merchandise 
sold as is where is. 
.. Removal time 7 days from .sale dey. 
.. Sale conducted by: Joe Wark Auctions 
1666 Jasper Rd. 
Quesnel, B.C. 
(c20,27) V2J 41.6 
i Phone 747.1894 
10'x48' witl~ frldge, stove, Incorporatel $70.00 plus 
frcezer, sofa.bed, chalr, loey filing fees. Obtain your 
shack. $2995. For further lawyer supervised In. 
Information 635-5961 after 6 corporation over the phone' 
p.m.(oct19,20,23,24,25,26,27) fastl Call Self Counsel 
Services toll free, 112-800. 
663-3007. Chargex and 
Mastercharge accepted. 
(eft.F) 
B.C. HYDRO 
INVITATION TO TEN-: 
DER for snow removal arid' 
ice sanding at the B.C. Hydro 
Divisional Centre, 5220 Keith 
Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Information can be oh. 
mined from F.L. Janauer at 
theabove address or call 638- 
810I. 
Closing Date: Nov. 6, 1978. 
(a03-18,19,20) 
MORTGAGE LOANS 
prompt ly  a r ranged 
anywhere In B.C. In- 
formation and references on 
request. J.D. Phillips Capital 
Corporation, 10673 King 
George Highway, Surrey, 
B.C. V3T 2X6. Phone 588.0411 
d~?sor 585.1603 evenings. (f) 
I • 
SAVE $1,000 
One year old 8' Frontier 
Cab-over Camper. Fully 
loaded -- frldge, stove, 
furnace, lacks etc. $3,500. 
Phone 
635.7369 
after 6 p.m. (p5-19) 
I 
INFORMATION WANTED 
TO SETTLE 
AN ESTATE 
Anyone knowing the 
whereabouts of the next of 
kin'of WILLIAM SCOTT who 
was born In Richmond, 
Virginia, U.S.A. on May 12, 
1897, son of Mr. Scott and 
Mrs. HaOle Scott (nee 
Watklns) kindly conlach- 
PUBLIC TRUSTEE, 
File No. 701616 
Attention: 
(Mrs.) H. Her man 
800 Hornby Street 
Vancouver, B.C. 
Canada V6Z 2C5 
(a02.20,27) 
S yr. old registered Morgan 
gelding. Keer's Warrior 
Further Information phone 
638.1494 or 635.3090. (c21.31) 
L..king for a g~sJd home for 
strawberry roan mare. 1200 
Ibs. 14 yrs. ,dd. Trained to 
harness. Asking $50,00. 635- 
3082. t p5-24) 
Herald olaesifieds 
tot results 
t 
t 
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[ MANPOWER REPORT I I  ROT C 'N  I 
• BREAK THE NO.BREAKFAST HABIT  
For further information on 
these and other job op- 
portunities, please contact 
your local Canada Em- 
ployment Centre at 4630 
Lazelle Ave., Terrace. 
ASST. PROJECT MGR. - 
$138 per wk. To co-ordinate 
tutors. 
GROUP I lOME REL IEF  
PARENTS - Must be couple, 
"It, relieve reg. house parents 
8 days per too. $840 per too. 
per cuuple. 
CHILDRb'.NS LIBRARIAN - 
Must have relevant 
education and-or work ex- 
perience. $6.50 per hr. 
PRE SCliOOL TEACIIERS - 
Must be qualif ied with 
cerlificate. 
SUBSTITUTE TEACIIER - 
Slewart area. 
FIELD WORKEI{S - Tutors. 
$138 per wk. 
IIEAVY DUTY MECIIANIC 
- Britannia Beach. General 
ma intenance  sk idders .  
IWA+$13 per hr. 
INSTRUCTOR For 
recreat ion programs for 
spring term. $5,00-6.00 per 
hr. 
DISllWASliER -Par l  lime 
evenings. $3.25 per hr, 
TURF CARE SPECIALIST - 
Must he experienced. Neg. 
wages DOE. 
SiIINGLE SAWYER - Musl 
be fully experienced .nly. 
$5.00 per sq. 
SIIEE'T METAL WORKEIt - 
Must be experienced. Ap- 
prentice with 2 or more yrs. 
experience would be ac- 
ceptable. Union wage. 
SIIOE REPAIRMAN - Must 
be fully qualified. $600 per 
too. 
RADIATOR REPAIRMAN - 
Slumld have previous ex- 
perience. 
PIIYSICIAN - General prac. 
18-12 -- 15-1-79. Peds., 
gynecology and Obstiteric. 
CLERK-TYPIST- Must have 
at least 2 yrs. office exp. and 
45 wpm typing. 
LOANS CLERK - 45 wpm 
lyping. $675 per too. 
DESK CLERK - Evenings. 
Must have prey. experience. 
$4.00 per hr. DOE. 
CLERK Iil - 40 wpm (yping, 
payroll. 
DEPT. MANAGER - F,,r 
auto dept. Must have 
previous retail and-or 
autom.tive xperience. 
I%lt'i'S SALESMAN - Must 
have experience in auto 
wrecking. $800+ per too. 
SALES CLERK - Part time. 
F.r  retail clothing store. 
$3.50 per hr. 
t't)NSTI{ UCTII)N ELEC- 
TItlCIAN - Terrace. ~lusl be 
fully qualified. Union rate. 
PIZZA COOK - Mature clean 
cul pers,n. Experience not 
necessary. $3.75 per hr 
DOE. Negoliable. 
CIIINi',SE FOOD COOK - 
Must be experienced. $1000 
pet" 111o, 
WAI'I'ERS & WAITRESSES - 
Several required. Full dine 
and part ;ime. 
IIANI)YMAN - Musl have 
patience and proven ability. 
$138 per wk. 
IIt)USEKEEIH~It - 1 day per 
wk. $3.50 pet" hr. 
TOW TRUCK DRIVER - 
Must be experienced and 
have air ticket. C,,mmissiun 
• .r wages, $8,00-9.00 per hr. 
I'iLOJECT SUPERVISOR " 
Musl have experience in 
chain link fences. DOE. 
COED TEEN CO. 
ORDINATOR - Part ..time. 
Evenings. $5,00-6.00 per hr. 
BODY REPAIRMAN - Fully 
qualified with TQ. 2 pusitiuns 
( l p,s. in Terrace and ) in Pi. 
Clemems). 
t'OMPOSING ROOM 
Ft)Iti.'.MAN Must be 
journeyman ,,r have 4 yrs. 
experience. 
L_I I  
Breakfast is a forgotten Juice or fruit is a must as hard to resist. Made with 
it is the best chance to 
fulfill your vitamin C re- 
quirements for the day. 
Have a full juice pitcher 
ever ready for those who are 
on the run in the morning. 
To tempt your family into 
the breakfast habit, make a 
batch of home-made muf- 
fins. For starters, these tasty 
Bran-Raisin Muffins are 
meal for millions of Amer- 
icans! Relying only on 
coffee or nothing at all, we 
get off to a poor start in the 
morning. 
But, like most of us, you 
lmow these facts. It is 
chang ing  our families' 
breakfast habits that is so 
difficult. Perhaps, a gradual 
change is the beat approach 
for those who are "turned 
off" by food in the morn- 
ing, or simply "don't  have 
the time." Start with a small 
but nourishing breakfast o 
get the family going in the 
morning. 
whole bran cereal and 
raisins, they provide im- 
portant vitamins and rain- 
crab. Served with juice and 
a glaas of milk you have a 
fairly nutritious breakfast. 
Break the no.breakfast 
hab i t  in your  house  
with delicious Bran.Raisin 
Muffins. 
i 
MOBILE HOME 
IMMEDIATE DEL IVERY 
TO YOUR LOCATION 
are now avai lable on our lovely 14 wide and. 
doublewide mobile homes. You choose your 
decor, and we custom bui ld to suit. 
Government grant of $2S00 applicable. 
Expense paid fare Vancouver .  return.  For 
free credit check and approve I please phone 
collect. 
Parker Homes of Canada Ltd. 
935-5447 
TERRACE i)ELlVERY SERVICE 
638-838Y 
Are pleased to announce that ~*~e have expanded our 
services. We now offer: 
BOTTLE PICKUP ~ER DELIVERY 
FAST FOC~ I~mLIVERY 
CONTRACT DISTRIBUTION 
EMIEHENCY D~¢BVERIES 
Local Small & Large 
Package Delivery 
Phone 638.8387 daily from 9 a.m. Try Us You'll Like Us, 
~ Province of Ministry of 
British Columbia Highways and 
Public Works 
HIGHWAYS 
HIGHWAYS - 
TENDERS 
Electoral District 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
To crush and stockpile 9000 Tons of 15 mm minus 
aggregate in accordance with Section 202 and Section 
190 (of the General Specifications for Highway Con. 
struction) in the Green River Pit (No. S152) located 32 
KM East of Prince Rupee, within D.L. 4408, Range S, 
Coast District. 
..Tender opening date: October 31, 1978 
.. Submit to Ministry of Highways 
.... 730 West 2rid Avenue, Prince Rupert, B.C. 
.. SEALED TENDERS, on the forms and in the en- 
velopes provided, accompanied by a bid bond or 
certified cheque as defined in the Instructions to 
Bidders, will be received by the Ministry of Highways 
and Public Works in Room 237, Douglas Building, 
Victoria, B.C. unless otherwise specified,up to 2 p.m. 1 
(local Victoria time) on the day of the tender opening, 
at which time tenders will be opened in public. The 
lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted. 
.. Tender forms with envelopes, plans, specifications, 
and conditions of tender can be obtained from the 
Ministry of Highways and Public Works, 3876 Norland 
Avenue, Burnaby, D.C. V8G 3S8 (telephone 294.4711) 
unless otherwise specified, or from the undersigned for 
the sum of $10, between the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 
p.m. Monday to Friday, except holl~.~ys. 
.. If available, fell.size drawings can also be obtained 
for an additional $10. 
.. The Ministry "General Specifications for Highway I 
Construction," to which the construction of this con. 
tract shell conform, are also available for the sum of 
$10. Applicable. 
.. Cheques or money orders slmli be made payable to 
the Minister of Finance. No such purchases are 
refundable. 
.. Tender documents obtainable from Ministry of Nigh- 
I ways 730 West'~nd Avenue I 
Prince Rupert, B.C. I 
R.G. HARVEY l 
t ,, j 
. .., ? 
g # 
Overwa#ea Food Store in Terrace would like to announce to our customers 
that we will be opening in our new Skeena Mall location Tuesday, October 24th 
1978. 
We wish to extend our apologies for the inconveniences that have been 
caused to our customers by our move. 
With the opening of our new and expanded store, we will once again be able 
to supply our customers with the selection and quality that Overwaitea stands for as 
I 
well as provide greater efficiency in operation and a more cheerful and pleasant 
shopping atmosphere. 
3220 Eby TERRACE 
: ' i  ¸ . 
/ 
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DEAR ABBY: I am 24 and Larry is 29, and here is 
my story: We moved in with Larry's parents right 
after we got married. ("Only until we find a place of 
our own," he promised.) Well, it's been five years, and 
here I sit with two lovely children and a closet full of 
unused wedding presents. 
My in-laws are very nice, and some people think I've 
got it easy with Larry's mother to do all the cooking, 
~qnd a built-in baby-sitter for the kids, but I'm 
miserable. Larry's mother has her own way of doing 
things, and I help her as much as she lets me, but it's 
still her house, not mine. 
Every time the subject of moving comes up, Larry's 
father says, "Why move and pay rent when you can 
live here for free? We have plenty of room." (It's true, 
but I would rather have a place of my own.) Larry has 
a good job and we can afford it. 
The children are getting spoiled by their grand- 
parents, and I'm getting fed up. Please help me. 
TRAPPED IN ILLINOIS 
DEAR TRAPPED: Face It, your husband is 
reluctant o give up the comfort and security provided 
by his parents. But if you don't insist that he cut the 
cord and leave the nest, you will he living with them 
indefinitely. Start a campaign now for your in- 
dependence. (A suggested slogan: "A place to call 
mine in '791") 
DEAH ABBY: My husband and I recently visited 
.some out-of-town friends we hadn't seen in years. We 
wanted to stay at a motel but they wouldn't hear of it, 
so we ended up staying with them, which was a big 
mistake. 
During our visit our hostess spent half her time doing 
housework and cleaning up. 
After each meal, out came the vacuum eleuner! She 
was constantly mopping, scrubbing or polishing. As 
soon as my husband ropped one ash in the ashtray, 
she'd grab it and clean it. She ran around with a mop or 
dust cloth in her hand all the time we were there. 
I realize that cleanliness i  next o Godliness, but she 
wore us out just watching her clean up. 
Her fussiness spoiled my vacation Are such actions 
normal? 
DIRTY DELORES 
DEAR DELORES: No. Your hostess ounds like a 
compulsive cleaner-upper. Although she may be a 
meticulous housekeeper, that's not what hospitality !u 
all about. Hospitality is the art of making one'a guests 
feel genuinely comfortable. 
DEAR ABBY: By looking at me you wouldn't think I
~,:~d a problem in the world. I'm middle-age, attractive 
o~d married to a beautiful guy (my age). He's hand- 
sume, good-natured and generous. We're both healthy, 
young at heart, and love a good time. We take fabulous 
vacations (Hawaii, Switzerland, cruises) and we get 
along great. I really love the guy and he loves me. 
The problem: On weekends he takes me to dinner 
and then to a club for dancing. We both love to dame, 
but as soon as we get there he starts looking around for 
women without escorts. The pretty .ones he asks to 
dance. (He says he feels sorry for them.) 
I've sat out plenty of dances while he dances up a 
storm with these unescorted ladies. 
Should I let him dance to his heart's content while I
sit alone? Or should I give him a taste of his own 
medicine and pick up the stag men to dance with? 
HUMILIATED 
DEAR HUMILIATED: Don't pick up any stags to 
dance with or that will be the beginning of the end. Tell 
your "generous. good.natured" guy that charity begins 
at home. And let him know you mean business*. 
Horoscope 
What kind of day will 
today be? TO find out 
what  the stars say, read 
the forecast given for 
your birth sign. 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 
Don't doubt your ability to 
cope. You're on top of things 
and can grapple with beMness 
and personal problem- 
ssuccessfully. Not to worry. 
TAURUS k.4 =.-----w~ 
(Apr. 21 to May ~- l )U~ 
Don't settle for what comes 
easily. Put extra effort into 
undertakings and, before the 
week Is out, you will score 
brfll/antly. 
(May 23 to Jane 21) IN 
A calm head is needed to 
handle an unexpected crisis 
and turn a bad situation to 
your advantage in the long 
fUrL 
CANCER 
(June 22 to July 23) ~ 
Your intuition is active 
today, and you should heed 
inner feeRngs, especially as 
theypertain to a romantic 
interest. Your thinking's on 
the right track. 
LEO 
I Jut, 
Don't believe everything 
Frances Drake 
you hear about a former 
love,Malicious gossip is 
exaggerating a basically 
innocent situation. Give the 
benefit of the doubt. 
(Aug. 24 to SepL 23) 
Romantic matters are 
favored, but don't look for an 
easy day where your Job is 
concerned. Unforeseen 
problems compllcatematters 
-- but they're solvable. 
LIBRA 
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) ,,,Irl.£ m 
Creative ability can bring 
great success today. You have 
important idea. Put it into 
action, and stand by for 
praise. 
SCORPIO 
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)"b'p~" 
An older person needs your 
help but won't ask for it. If you 
can volunteer assistance in an 
unobtrustlve way, you can boa 
friend in need. 
SAGrI'rARKIS K~ # 
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 
Romance can not only cause 
a great deal of excitement 
today but can create woblems 
if you let your heart run away 
with your head. 
CAPRICORN ~ 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 2O) 
Apply some extra effort 
and, before the week is out, 
you will be rewarded. This is a 
good time to volunteer an 
extra service. 
AQUARIUS 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)~i  
You don't always listen to 
those near and dear to you, but 
if you do now you will hear 
something that can aitect your 
entire future 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 
Try to build a greater us- 
derstand/ng with the one you 
love. Problems have to be 
ironed out now before they 
mulUply and cause major 
trouble. 
YOU BORN TODAY have 
an. uncanny ability to reason 
things out. You are fascinated 
by human behavior and would 
rather study people than read 
or watch TV. You have a keen 
sen.~e of the ridiculous and a 
lively humor that engages 
everyone. You enjoy sports 
and this could be a career or 
avocat ion .  Ext remely  
practical, you are willing to 
invest time in long-term 
projects. You could make a 
name for yourself in law, 
diplomacy, medicine, or the 
arts. Btrthdate: of Mlckey 
Mantle, baseball player; 
Dr . Joyce  Brothers ,  
lmycholugt~ 
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Yexterday's Cryptoqulp- BLATANT BLUE JAY CAN BE 
VICIOUS TO JITTERY NERVES. 
Today's Cryptequlp clue: F equals P
' i~  ~ is a simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O,It 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Slngle letters, short worm, 
and wm'ds using an apostrophe can giveyou clue~ to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
01978 K/ng Features Synd/cste. Ine. 
the AMAZING SPIDER-MAN 
I 
By stan Lee and John Romita 
~u- - J~ l  ~_"__~J_ THLNF. Z ~.~A z~.  I 
CA TFISH By Roger Bollen and Gary Peterman 
r -- '-a" /'& / 
the WIZARD OF ID By Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
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By J ohnny Hart 
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By Garry Trudeau 
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